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:HIMALA.Y AN FOSSILS. 

VOLUME VI, MEMOIR No. II. 

THE FAUNA OF THE TRAUMATOORINUS LIMESTONE 
OF PAINKHANDA. 

(COLLECTIONS MADE BY 'l'HE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF INDIA DURING THE YEAR 1900.)' 

BY 

C. DIENER, PH.D., 

PROFESSOR OF PALJEON'l'OLOGY, UNIVERSITY OF VIENNA. 

INTRODUCTION. 

As has be'ln stated in my me-:noir on the Cephalopoda of the Himalayan 
Muschelkalk, in the classical sect.ion of the Sh'tlshal cliff (Painkhanda) a dark 
grey limestone with T'l·aumcetoarinus followg above the upper Muschelkalk. This 
Traumatocrinus limest()ne, which lithologically is almost identical with the 
Ptychites beds of the upper Muscbelkalk, i~ overhin hy a bed of undoubtedly 
carnic age, conb.ining JJ~t0n'!lfo indiaa Bittn., Noi•ella Kingi Hittn., No1'elfo 
tibetica Bitto., Spirigm•ct huniaa Bittn., .A.t4lacothyris nilangensis Bittn. 

The fauna of the Traumatocrinus limestone of the Shalshal cliff was described 
by E. v. Mojsisovics and A. Bittner in 1899. The examination of the scanty 
materials c:>llected by tbe expedition in 1892 yielded the following species of 
Brachiopoda and .Ammonoidea :-

Myoconcha sp. ind. 
RkynchoneUa rimkinenais Bittn. 
Joannitea cf. cymbiformis Wulf. 
Trackyceraa tibetic1em v. M ojs, 
Arpadites i·imkinensia v. Mojs. 
Rimkinitr.a nitiensia v. Mojs. 
IJiscofropites aff. Pli'nv:i v. Mojs. 
l8C1elites cf. Heimi v. Moji;:. 
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This fauna was assigned to the zone of Ti-achyce1•cts Aonoides (julic or middle 
carnic substage) by E. v. Mojsisovics, chiefly on the strength of the occurrence 
of Joannites cf. cymbiformis and of Trachyceras tibeticum, which was considered 
to be very closely allied to T1'. austriacum v. Mojs., one of the chief leading 
fossils of the Aonoides zone. 

In 1£00, A. v. Krafft discovered equivalents of the ladinic stage in the 
Shalshal cliff, intercalated between the upper Musohelkalk, with Ptychites 1•ugife1· 
Oppel, and the Traumatocrinus limestone. Upon the materials collec.ted by him 
in the Traumatocrinus limestone, both of the Shalshal and Bambanag cliffs, in 1900, 
the following descriptions of the fauna of this horizon have been based. 

A. v. Krafft in his preliminary report on the Mesozoic rocks of the Himalayas 
(General Report, Geological Survey of India, for 1899-1900, pp. 213, 214) did not 
accept the correlation of the Traumatocrinus limestone with the julic substage, 
as advocated by E. v. Mojsisovics. In my memoir on the ladinic, carnic, 
and noric faunre or Spiti, I attempted to summarise the data then available for a 
correlation of the Traumatocrinus limestone of Painkhanda with the upper portion 
of the Halobia limestone of Spiti, but left its correlation with either the julic or 
cordevolic rnbstage of the Alpine Trias an open question. 

In my memoir quoted above A. v. Krafft's new collections from the Trauma· 
tocrinus limestone of the Bambanag and Shalshal cliffs were st1ted to be very 
poor in well-presel'ved fossils, but among them a good specimen of Joannites 
Kossmati Dien. could be identified. This statement was based on an inspection 
of the rough materials lying before me, but cannot be maintained any longer, since 
I have succeeded in chiselling out a considerable number of well-preserved fossils 
from the blo0ks of limestJne, which had not been examined by A. v. Krafft. 

Description of species. 

NAUTILOIDEA. 

Genus : CLYDO:NAUTILl:S v. Mojs. 

Subgenus: PROCLYDON.J.UTILUS v. Mojs. 

P1t0JLYDCJ:NAUl'ILUS cf. BUDDHAicus Diener. Pl. I, fig. 1. 

1908. Pi·oclydo11autilus buddltaicus Diener; Upper Triassic and Liassic faunre of the exotic blocks of Malla 
Johar, Himal. Foss. I. c. Vol. I, Pt. 1, Pl. I, figs. 2, 3, 7. 

A large and fairly well·pre8erved specimen of P1•oclydonautilus, consisting of 
air-chambers only, agrees so closely with P. bucldhaicus from the red carnie limestone 
of the exotic block No. 2 in ·Malla Johar, that I should have ventured on a direct 
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identification, had not a difference in the width of the last volution prevented me 
from doing so. The measurements of the two specimens are as follow :-

Di•meter of the shell 
,, umbilicus . 

Height of the~ above the umbilical suture 
last volution S ,, ,, preceding whorl 

Thickness of the last volution 

Specimen. 
Pl. I, fig. 1. 

107 mm. 
5·5 .. 

63 
45 

45 

Specimen from 
exotic block No. 2. 

117 mm. 

75 
52 

67 

As is evident from a comparison of the above measurements, the whorls of the 
specimen from the Traumatocrinus limestone are compressed more strongly than 
those of the type·specimen of Proolydonautilus buddhaious. Otherwise the two 
specimens ag1·ee almost entirely. At the beginning of the last volution the broad 
siphonal area is bordered by sharp marginal edges, which gradually turn into 
rounded shoulders and become less distinct in the vicinity of the aperture. In the 
meantime the width of the sipbonal part decreases, the latter becoming narrowly 
rounded. The greatest transverse diameter is situated in the lower third of the 
height. Umbilical margin rounded, and separated from the umbilical suture by n. 
high wall, which is slightly excavated along its base. 

The sharp angular margins of the siphonal area persist up to a diameter of 
45 mm. There are no tubercles present, as in Cosmrmcrntil11s IJilleri Hyatt and 
Smith (Triassic Cephalopod genera of America, U. S. Geo!. Surv. Prof. Papers, 
No. 40, 1905, p. 207, Pl. LI, fig. 1, LII, fig. 1, LIU, figs. 1, 2, LIV, figs. 1·4, L V, 
figs. 1·11), which otherwise bears a great similarity to Proolydonuutilu.s 
buddhaious, as has been demonstrated in my memoir, quoted above. 

Shell not preserved. The surface of the cast is perfectly smooth. 
Sutures.-Septa very sinuous. External and lateral lobes deep. A smnll auxi

liary lobe outside the umbilical suture. External lobe entire, External saddle 
divided by the marginal edge at the beginning of the last volution, but shifted 
gradually to the sides in iater stages of growth. 

The difference in the sinuosity of the septa in the present example and in the 
specimen from the exotic block No. 2 (Pl. I, fig. 7) is explained by the larger size 
of the air-chambers of the former. 

Locality. Numbe1• qf specimens examined.-Bambanag cliff, 1 mile W. of 
Martoli E. G.,1 1. 

Genus : GRYPOCERAS Hyatt. 

GRYPOCERAS RIMKINENl'E nov. sp. Pl. II, fig. 4. 

This species is nearly allied to GrypooerasGttemlJeli v. i\fojsisovics (Cephalopoden 
der Hallstretter Kalke, Ahl.Jandl. K. K. Geol. Reichsanst., VI·l, p. 13, Taf. VII, 

1 E. G.=Er.ramping Groun<l. 
B2 
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1ig. 2) from the julic Hallstatt limestone of the Roethelstein (Salzkamrnergut). 
In A. v. Krafft's collections it is represented by four specimens, ono of them 
attaining moderately large dimensions, whereas the smallest nearly agrees in 8ize 
with the Alpine type-specimen of Grypoceras Guembeli. 

I have not succeeded in cleaning the inner volutions from the tough adhering 
matrix completely enough to observe the perforation of the umbilicus. Otherwise 
the characters of Gi·ypoceias are 'l"ery prominent, both in the shape and transverse 
section of the whorls and in the presence of an annular internal lobe. 

Volutions of nearly equal height and width up to a diameter of 25 mm. In 
some specimens this proportion of height and thickneEs persists even in old age, as 
in tho type-specimen illustrated. But even in tl1ose specimens, in which the height 
increases more rapidly in later stages of growth, the difference of these two dimen
sions is only very small. 

La5t rnlution overlapping the preceding one to less than one-third of its entire 
height. Transverse section rectangular, with distinct marginal shoulders, which 
are either rounded off or form obtuse edges. Sipbonal area flatly curved, consi
derably broJder than in Grypoceras Guembeli. Umbilical wall very high, vertical in 
the inner rnlutions, sloping very steeply neat' the aperture of the last whorl, and 
separated from the lateral parts by au ncute edge. 

The broad siphonal area and the sharp umbilical edge are good characters of 
distinction between the present species and Grypoceras Guembeli. 

In the specime11 illustrated the shelly test has been partly preserved. It shows 
the sharp and delicate tr,msverse strire of growth, which are turned posteriorly in 
the marginal region, crossed by a few indistinct spiral lines, which may be noticed 
especially in the vicinity of the marginal shoulders. 

Siphuncle.-The positio11 of the siphunele is exactly the same as in G. Guembeli, 
namel~', at the bol'det• of the middle and upper third of the height of the septum. 

Dia Leter of the shell 
umbilicus . 

Heiryht } . 
Thi:kuese of the last voluhon 

JJinzensions. 

57•5 mm. 
l~ 

{ 2~ 
. 28 

Sutures.-Agreeing with those of Grypoaeras G-uemlJeli. Siphonal lobe flat, 
undivided, followed by a very low saddle a·1d by a deep an1 broad lateral lobe. 'l'he 
apex of the lateral s1ddle corresp:iads with the umbilioal edge. No umbilical 
lobe. Internal annular lobe present. 

Loaality. Numbei· of specimens examined.-Shalshal cliff, 4. 

G RYPOCEUAS sp. ind. alf. RIMKIN ENS! Dien. Pl. II, fig. 5. 

It is with some reserve th1t the present specimen is grouped with Grypo· 
cerus, on account of its general affinity with the preceding species. Its relationship 
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to the genus Syringoceras Hyatt may also be taken into consideration. The 
section of its penultimate volution is nearly circular, and its umbilicus is consider
ably perforated. Its whorls are more evolute than in typical species of Grypoceras 
or Gryponautiliis, though less so than in typical Syri1tgonautilid<JJ. Iu the last volu
tion the transverse section becomes gradually rectangular, with its umbilical and 
siphonal margins rounded off regularly, but a similar modification in the transverse 
section of the body·chunber has al1n been noticed in Syringoceras Zitteli v. Moj
sisovics (Cephalopoden der Hallstretter Kalke, Abhan<ll • .K. K. Geol. Reichsanst., 
Vl·l, Supplem., p. 220, 'l'af. VI, figs. 3, 4). 

Niy specimen is of strongly elliptical outlines. Its whorls are of nearly equal 
height and thickness. In its external characters it unites some features both of 
Grypoceras i·imkinense and of Syr. Zitteli. 

Dimensions. 
Diameter of the sbel\ 

,, umbilicus 
Diameter of the shell } 

" umbilicus at the p:ace of greatest expansion 

Height } of the last volution 
Thicirness 

Siphuncle.-U nknown. 

• 50 ,ium. 

• 14 

·{ 32·5 " 
9 

• { 22"5 

Sutures.-Not entirely known, but a broad anrl deep lateral rnddle has been 
observed. 1'his charaoter is strongly iu favour of grouping our species with G1·ypo· 
ceras, representatives of Syringonauti:idce being invariably provided with flat septa, 
which do not deviate considerably from a straight, radial direction. 

Locality. Number of specin,ens examinecl.-Shalshal cliff, 1. 

GRYPOCERAS S'r!RLINGII nov. sp. Pl. I, fig. 2. 

This species, which is represented by a single fairly well-preserrncl specimen, 
recalls Grypoceras haloricwn v. 'Mojgisovics ( Cephalopoden der Hallstretter 
Kalke, I. c. VI-1, p. 20, 'l'af. VII, fig. 4) in its size and general shape, hut differs 
from it in its thicker volutions, which overlap one another more strongly, by its 
wider umbilic:is, and io. the presence of more distinctly marked umbilical and 
siphonal edges. 

The transvers9 section is not ractangular but trapezoidal. The lateral parts 
are moderately curved and converge from the umbilical towards the siphonal 
margins. Tue gi·eatest transverse diameter corresponds with the urr.bilical edge, 
which is acutely rounded.· The whorls arn thicker than high, especially so in the 
vicinity of the apertuee. U mbilic.tl wall high and very steep, nearly vertical. 
Siphonal area flat and bordered by distinct marginal edges, which are rounded off 
sharply. 

The width of the siphonal area is less than one-half the width of the entire 
volution. The inner whorls are not accessible to observation. 
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The shell, which has been partly preserved in the vicinity of the aperture, is 
almost smooth, exhibiting only very delicate strire of growth, which are directed 
forward on the steep umbilical wall. 

Diam<ter of the shell 

11 umbilicus 

IJimensions. 
87 mm. 

20·5 " 

Height } . 
Thickne's of the last voluhon { 38 

. 42 

Siphw1cle.-Not known. 
Sutiwes.-Appareutly agreeing with ihose of the preceding species, but not 

exactly known. 
Locality. Numbei· of specimens examined.-Sha\shal cliff, 1. 

AMMONOIDEA. 

Genus: JoANNITES v. Mojsisovics. 

JoANNITES CYMBIFORMIS Wulf. Pl. II, fig. 2, PL III, fig. 3, Pl. IV, fig. 1. 

1793. Nautilus cymbiformis Wulfen, Ueber den Kiimthnerischen, pfauenschweifigen Helmintolith, p. 121, 
Taf. XXIX, XXX. 

18±9 . .dmmoniles birarinoides Quenstedt, Cephalopoden, p. 248, 'l'af. XVIII, fig. 19. 
18n. A!'cestes cymhifo,.mis E. v. llfojsisovios, Die Cephalopoden der Hallstretter Kalka, Ahhandl. K. K. 

Geol. Reichsanst., VI-1, p. 85, 'l'af. LXI, figs. 1-5, LXII, fig. 1, LXIII, fig. l, LXV. 
1882. Joanniles cymbiformis E. v. Mojsisovics, Die Cephalopoden dcr l\Iediterranen Triasprov1nz, Abhandl. 

K. K. Geol. Reichsanst., X, p. 170. 
1900. Joanniles cymbifol'mis A. v. Krafft, General Report, Geol. Surv. of India for 1899-1900, p. 216. 
1907. Joanniles c,ymbiformis Frech: Die Hallstretter Kalke bei E~idaurns (Argolis) und ihre Cephalopoden, 

Neues Jahrb. £.Min. etc. Festband, p. 24, Taf. VI, fig. 2. 
1908. Joannites cymbiformis DiPner, Ladinic, carnic and norio faunre of Spiti, HimB.l. Foss., Pal. Ind. 

ser. XV, Vol. V, Pt. 3, Pl. XII. p. 72, figs. 5, 6. 

As has been explained in my memoir on the middle and upper Triassic faunre 
of Spiti, the specimen from the 'fraumatocrinus limestone of the Shalshal cliff, 
which has been identified with Joannites cymbiformis Wulf. by E. v. Mojsisovics 
(Himalayan Foss. Vol. III, Pt. 1, Pl. XX, figs. 3, 4), must be sep1rated from the 
Alpine species, on account of some differences in the arrangement of its varices and 
of its sutural line. The examination of A. v. Krafft's materials from the same 
locality has, however, convinced me, that the true Joannites cymbiformis occurs 
together with this new species in the Traumatocrinus limestone of Painkhanda. 
There are several specimens of various dimensions before me, which agrefl with the 
Alpine type so clos1.'ly, that they cannot be distinguished even as local varieties. 

In Pl. II, fig. 2, a medium-sized specimen has been illustrated, which may be 
compared especially with the Himalayan type from the " Grey beds" of Spiti illus
trated on Pl. XII, fig. 6, of my memoir quoted above. It is provided with four 
varices on the circumference of the last volution. These varices are curved forward 
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on the flanks a little less strongly than in typical examples of the Alpine species, but 
agree in this respect with the types from the Ellipticus beds of the Roethelstein, 
which in the curvature of their varices take an intermediate position between 
J. cymbiformis and J. Joannis Austria! Klipst. In the marginal region they are 
turned backward for a short distance and are then curved forward again rather 
strongly, crossing the regularly rounded siphonal part in a flatly arched lappet, with 
its convexity turned anteriorly. 

The specimen illustrated on Pl. II, fig. 4, is provided with its body-chamber, 
notwithstanding its small dimensions. It shows three varices only, agreeing in 
this respect with small examples of Joannites cymbifoi•mis from th?. carnic Hall· 
statt limestone, which do not clevelop a fourth varix before a diameter of more 
than 70 mm. has been attained. In this specimen the curvature of the varices on 
the flanks is even flatter than in the medium-sized example described above. 

Two specimens are of very large dimensions, rivalling in their size the Alpine 
type-specimen, illustrated by E. v. Mojsisovics on Pl. LXIII, fig. 1, of 
Cephalopoden der Hallst::etter Kalke. One of these two specimens has been 
almost completely preserved, and its varices are curved rather strongly. 

The second fragmentary specimen, which has been illustratcd on Pl. IV, fig. 1, 

shows the umbilicus of the cast closed by a callosity, as it is usually found in full
grown individuals of this species. 

Diameter of the shell 
,, ,, nmbilicus 

Height J of tbe last vnlution 
'l1liickness 

Dimensions. 

I. 
(Pl. II, fig. 4.) 

32 mm. 
2 

f17 " 16"5 

II. III. 
(Pl. II, fig. 2.) Largest 

e:s:ampl2. 
69 mm. cca. 2i0 mm. 

5 16 
" 37 

" 157 
" 33 

" 96 
" 

Sutures.-Agreeing entirely with those of Joannites cymbiforinis. Eight or 
nine saddles outside the umbilical suture. 

Locality. Numbei· of specimens e.-vamined.-Shalsha\ cliff, 4; Bambanag cliff, 
near M.aTtoli E. G., 2. 

Remarks -The presence of the genus JoannUes in the marine Trias of Western 
America has been announcecl by Hyatt and J.P. Smith (Triassic Cephalopod genera 
of America, U. S. Geol. Surv. Prof. Paper No. 40, p. 76), hut is still open to doubt. 
Neither Arcestes Gabbi Meek (Clar. King's Report of the U. S. Geol. Exploration 
of the 40th Parallel, Vol. IV, Pl. X, fig. 6 c.) nor Joannites nevadanus Hvatt 
and Smith (1. c. p. 76, PL XXIV, figs. 5-7) have dimeroid saddles. 'l'hey ca1;not 
consequently be grouped with the genus Joannites if we rely on th~ diagnosis given 
by E. v. M:ojsisovics (Cephalopoden der Mediterranen 'l'riasprovinz p. 166), who 
explicitly states the presence of dimeroid sacldles and of arcuate septa to be the 
two most important features of cfotinction in l:is new genus, established in 1879. 
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JoANNITFS KLIPSTEINI v. Mojsisovics. Pl. II, fig. 1. 

1843. Ammonites multilobatus A. v. Klipstein, Bllitrrege z1r Geol. Kenntnis der re3tlichen Alpen, p 129,. 
Taf. IX, fig. I. 

1869. Arcestes cymbiformis Laube (ex parte), Fauna der Schicbten von St. Cassian, Denkschr. Kais. 

Akad. d. Wiss. XXX, Bd., p. 87, Taf. XLII, figs. a, c, rl. 
1875 . .Arcestes Klipsteini v. Mojsisovics, Die Cephalopoden der Hallstrettrr Kalke, Abhandl. K. K. Geol. 

Reichrnnst., VI-1, p. 84, Taf. LXI, 6gs. 2, 3, LXII, figs. 2, 3. 
1882. Joannites Klipsteini E. v. Mojsisovic~, Dio CephBlopod•n der MPditl'rranen Triasprovinz, Abhandl. 

K. K. Geol. Reichsanst., X, p. 170. 
1907. Joannites Klipsteini Frech, Die Hallstretter Kalke bei Epidauros (A rgolisJ und ihre Ceph,1lopo<l.en 

Nenes J abrb. f. Min. etc. F.i@tband p. 25, Taf. VI, fig. 3. 
1908. J. rf. Klipsteini Diener, Ladinic, carnic and noric fannre of Spiti. Palreont. Ind., ser. XV, HimaJ. 

Foss., Vol. V, Pt. 3, p. 42, Pl. V, fig. 8. 

According to the diagnosis given by E. v. l\fojsisovics, JoannUes Klipsteini is 
distinguished from J. Joannis Ausfrim Klipst. by its strongly compressed shell and 
by the large number of varices, amounting to fiv0 or even six in full-grown speci
mens of large size. From J. cy mbifoirmis Wulf. This species differs especially in 
the straightness of its varices, which scarcely show any curvature before reaching 
the siphonnl margin. 

One specimen, agreeing entirely in all its details with the Alpine type, has 
been fo11nd in A. v. Krafft~,. collection from the Trnumatocrinus limestone oF the 
Bambanag cliff. It is of medium size, holding an intermediate position in this 
respect between the two exa'llples illustrated by E. v. :Mojsisovics on PI. LXI, fig. 3, 
and LXII, fig. 3. It is provide'.l with six furrows, whir-h are arranged at irregular 
distances. One of the varices corresponds to the boundary between the anterior
and posterior portions of the last whorl. 'l'hree are situated in the anterior and two 
in the posterior half, but much neat·et• to the termination of the penult\mate
volution. 

The varices are arranged symmetrically on both sides of the cast. 
'fhe shell is high-mouthed, compressed, with flattened lateral parts~ converg

ing gently towards the regularly rounded siphonal part. 

Diameter of the shell • 

Height 
Thickness 

" 
umbilicns 

1 of the last volution 
j 

nimensions. 

63·5 mm. 

f 33 
(. 26 

" 

" 
The surface of the cast is perfectly smooth. No trace of the shelly test has. 

been preserved. 
SidU1·es.-Agreeing entirely with tho~e of Joannites Klipsteini and J. Joannis· 

.Austri~ in their general arrangement. ·The details in the omamentat.ion of the
~addles have been partly destroyecl by weathering. 

Localiiy. .Number of specimens examined.-Shalshal cliff, 1 ; Bamha.nag cliff,. 
near Martoli E.G., 1. 
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.JoANNITES KossMA'l'I Diener. Pi. II, fig. 3. 
1908. Joannites Kossmati Diener, Ladinic, carnic and noric faunro of Spiti, Palreont, Ind., ser. XV, Himal. 

Foss., Vol. V., Pt. 3, p. 40, Pl. V, fig. 7. 

In the memoir quoted above a species of Joannites has been described, ranging 
from the topmost beds of the npper Muschelkalk of Spiti through the entire 
ladinic stage into the Daonella limestone, which, although nearly allied to J. Joannis 
.Ausfrfre v. Klipst., differs from this species in the smaller number of its mtural 
elements. 

Among my materials from the Traumatocrinus limestone also there are several 
specimens agreeing entirely with this new species from Spiti, for which the 
name of Joannites .Kossmati hns been proposed. The largest example, in 
which the bocly-cham her has been partly preserved, cannot be distinguished 
from the type-specimen of J. Kossmati ns illustrated on Pl. V, fig. 7, in the 
memofr quoted above. It is of globose shape, inflated rather more strongly 
than individuals of J. Joannis Austria! m· J. cymbiformis of equal size, and 
shows two varices only in the circumference of the last volution. The varices 
are marly radial and their direction is almost a straight line. Even in the 
siphonal region their cm·vature is very slight. 

The body-chamber port\on of the shell has been broken off, and has not been 
represented in the illustration, on account of its defective state of preservation. 

JJimensions. 
(Chambered nucleus, 

without body-chamber). 

Diameter of the shell 66 mm. 
,. ,, umbilicus 5 ,, 

Height } of the last volution [ 34 " 
Thickness 38 ,, 

Sutures.-Agreeing exactly with those of the type-specimen of Joannites Koss
mati from the ladinic stnge. There are only six dimeroid saddles dereloped 
outside the umbilical margin. They are arranged along a very flat curve. 

Locality. Number of specimens examined.-Shalsha] cliff, 1, Bambanag cliff, 
near Martoli E. G., 1. 

Remarks. -This species is perhaps very nearly allied to or even identical with 
Joannites Stefmzescui Kittl (Beitrrege zm· Kenntnis cler Triasbilclungen . der 
nordoostl. Dobrudsoha, Denkschr. Kais. Akad. d. Wiss. Wien, Math. Nat. Kl., 
Bd. LXXXI, 1908, p. 58, Taf. III, fig. 3), from the Iadinic or carnic limestone of 
Hagighiol. Kittl describes this species as being inflated more strongly than 
J. oymbijormis and provided with six saddles only, but his only type-specimen 
was too badly preserved to determine the presence 01· absence of varices. 

JoANNITEs MoJSVARI nov. sp. Pl. III, fig. 1. 
1897. Joannites cf. cymbiformis E. v. Mojsisovics (non Wulten), Beitrrege zur Kenntnis der obertriadis.ihen 

Cephalpoden faunen dee Himalaya, Denkscbr. Kais, Akad. d. Wissensch. Ed. LXIII, p. 656, 
Taf. XX, tigs. S, 4. 

1899. J. cf. cymbiformis E. v. Mojsisovics, Himal. F01ls. Vol. III, Pt. 1, p. 101, Pl. XX, fig~. 3, 4 

c 
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As has been stated by A. v. Krafft in his notes on the Mesozoic rocks of 
Spiti (General Report, Geol. Surv. of India, for 1899-1900, p. 213), a species of 
Joannites from the Traumatocrinus limestone of the Shalshal cliff, referred to 
Joannites aymbiformis Wulf. by E. v. Mojsisovics, must be separated from the 
Alpine type. It differs from the latter in the complete absence of varices 
in specimens exceeding a height of 35 mm. in the last volution. Of the two 
specimens from the Shalshal cliff, on which the descri1Jtion given by E. v. 
Mojsisovics was based, the smaller one has three varices on the cast in the 
circumference of the last whorl, corresponding to a diameter of 53 mm. The 
largm· specimen, of which the sutures only were illustrated by E. v. Mojsisovics 
on PL XX, fig. 4, does not show any varices at all. 

E. v. Mojsisovics, who noticed this character, did not venture to decide, on 
account of the small number of specimens suitable for examination, whether in this 
instance the Indian form indicates characteristic features or merely individual differ
ences. He consequently abstained from introducing a new specific name for the 
Himalayan form. But this question may be considered as settled now, since a very 
large specimen of Joannites from the Traumatocrinus limestone is before me, 
which agrees in its sutures with the type illustrated by E. v. Mojsisovics, but has 
the surface entirely smooth and devoid of any varices. In this respect it shows a 
remarkable difference from J. cymbifoi•mis, of which specimens of a corresponding 
size are invariably provided with deep and broad furrows (vide Pl. IV, fig. 1.) 

That this specimen cannot be considered as a large example of J. Kossmati, 
in which the lateral varices have become obsolete in consequence of its advanced 
stage of growth, is evident from the fact that at least nine saddles can be counte::l. in 
the last septum, which approximately corresponds to the middle line of the last 
volution. 

I think that this species, which differs from Joannites cymbiformis in the 
absence of varices in later stages of growth, should be separated from the Alpine 
type and distinguished by a new specific name. As such I propose J. M0Js1Jari 
in honour of the learned author, who did not fail to recognize its characteristic 
features, although he w:as not convinced of their specific importance. 

Inner volutions of this species, it is true, can scarcely be distinguished from 
J. cymbifo1·mis, young specimens of which are also often provided with three varices 
only. A distinctive feature may perhaps be found in the nearly radial direction of 
the varices and in th~ more inflated shape of the shell. It is chiefly on the strength 
of these two characters that I have deemed it preferable to group the specimen from 
the Traumatocrinus limestone of the Shalshal cliff, illustrated on Pl. II, fig. 4, 
with Joannites cymbiformis, rather than with J. M0Jsva1·i. 

It may be urged that the differences, which are marked in full-grown- speci
mens only, are not sufficient to justify a specific separation of J. a.11mbiformis 
and J. MoJsvari, and that these two should be included in a single species of 
somewhat wider range. But I think that this proceeding would be open to grave 
objectiou:;. By uniting J. Mojsvari with J. cymbiformis the range of the latter 
species would be a different one in Europe and India, comprising in the Indian 
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region forms with a smooth body-chamber devoid of varices, such as has never yet 
been noticed in European examples. The agreement in the range of variation 
consequently demands a narrower circumscription of the species and a separation 
of those types, which are beyond the range of variation of the typical shape of 
J. cymbiformis in the Mediterranean Province. 

J)imensions. 
Diameter of the shell • 

" 
umbilicus 

Height of the } above the umbilical snture 
last volu tion ,, ,, preceding whorl 

Thickness of the last volution 

178 mm. 

10 " 
97 " 
29 " 
66 " 

Sutui·es.-Agreeing very nearly with those of Joannites Joannis Austrire and 
of J. cymbiformis. As has been stated by E. v. Mojsisovics, the differences must 
be put to the account of individual variation, being scarcely more considerable thnn 
the variation noticed in European specimens of J. cymbiformis. 

Locality. Number of specimens examined.-Shalshal cliff, 3. To this species 
numerous fragments of smooth shells which, on account of their inferior state of 
preservation, do not permit of a safe identification must probably be attributed . 

.Remarks.-The only European species of Joannites, in which varices are entirely 
absent has been described by E. v. Mojsisovics (Cephalopoden der Hall
stretter Kalke, Abbandl. K. K. Geol. Reichsanst., VI-I, Supplementbd. p. 276), 
from the limestone of W engen of Iadinic age. But this species cannot be 
identified with J. Mojsvari, as it is provided with six saddles only, corresponding 
to a diameter of 78 mm. In the small number of saddles it agrees with J. Kossmati 
which is, however, provided with two varices on the circumference of one volution. 

E. Kittl (Beitrrege zur Kenntnis cler Triasbildungen der norclcestlichen 
Dobrudscha, Denkschr. Kais. Akad. cl. Wissensch. Math. nat. Kl. LXXXI., 1908, 
p. 59) describes a species of Jocmnites from Hagighiol without any varices, but its 
sutures are too badly preserved to allow a closer comparison with any congeneric 
form. 

It may be urged that all these differences in the number of varices and 
sutural elements are only of varietal importance, and that all the types distin
guished in the Traumatocrinus limestone should rather be united in one species. 
But I cannot agree with the advisability of introducing a species of such wide 
circumscription as would make it unfit to serve stratigraphical purposes. 

Genus: ARCESTES Suess. 

Subgenus: PROARCESTES v. Mojsisovics. 

PRoARCESTES cf. AusSEANUS v. Hauer. Pl. III, fig. 2. 
1847 . .J.1•cestes .&us~eanus F. v. Hauer, Cephalopoden von Au-;see, Haidingers Naturwissen~ch, Abhandl. 

I. p. 268, Taf. VIII, figs. 6·8. 
1873. .Arcestea .dusseanus E. v. ~Iojsisovic<, Die Ceph1lopo:lcn der Hallstretter Kalke, Ab3andl. K. K. 

Geo!. Reichsanst., VI·l, p. 99, Taf. LI, figs. 1-4, Taf. LUI, figs. 28, 31. 
1902. Proa,.cestes .Ausseanu1 E. v. •]\fojsiaovics; ibidem, Supplementbd. p. 259. 
1907. P • .Ausseanus. Frech, Die Hallstrotter Kalke bei Epidauros (Argolis) und ihro Cephalopoden, Neues 

Jabrb. f. Miner. eto. Festbd. p. 20, Taf. IV, fig. 5. 
1909. · P. cf. .Ausseanus Diener, Palre<nt. lndica, ser. XV, fHim81. Foss., Vol. I, Pt- 1, Upper Triassic atld 

Linssic faunre of the exotic blocks of Malla .Johar, p •. 18, Pl, III, fig .. 6. 
c 2 
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An inner nucleus of .fi.9•cestes agrees so closely with F. v. Hauer's species from 
the julic Hallstatt limestone of the Salzkammergut, that I should not hesitate in 
venturing on a direct identification, with more complete materials at hand. 

My specimen consists of ait·-chambers only. It is strongly inflated, with slowly 
increasing volutions, which are considerably broader than high. 'rhree varices are 
faintly indicated on the cast. Tlrny run in a straight, radial direction across the 
siphonal area, but are very low and narrow. 

Dfametel' of the shell 
,. umbilicus 

Height l of the last volution 
Thickness .5 

Dimensions. 
31·5 mm. 
3 

f 15 " 
cca. 29 ,, 

Sutures.-'rhe sutures show the characteristic features of the group of .A.rcestea 
bicarinati, especially the high and richly serrated median prominence of the sipho· 
nal lobe. Six saddles outside the umbilical suture. External branches of the sipho· 
nal saddle developed 111ore strongly thnn the internal ones. 

Locality and number <if specimens examined.-Shalshal cliff, 1. 

PROARCESTES sp. ind. 

This species, which is only represented in A. v. Krafft's collections by a single 
fragmentary specimen from the Traumatocrinus limestone of the Shalshal cliff, 
is perhaps nearl~· allied to Proarcestes Marcoui v. lfojsisovics (Cephalopoden der 
Hallstaitter Kalke, Abhandl. K. K. Geol. Reichsanst., VI-1, p. 93, Pl. LXII, fig1t. 
4, 5) from the julic Hallstatt limestone of Aussee. It agrees with this species in the 
strongly compressed shape of its last volution. It is even more high-mouthed than 
any speoies of Pi'OCtl'Cestes hitherto known. It differs, however, from P. Mai•coui 
in the outlines of its transverse section, the lateral parts converging from the um· 
bilical region towards the siphonal part, which is highly rounded, whereas they 
are flattened and nearly parallel in the Alpine species. 

From the cast of the inner nucleus constl'ictions or varices are entirely absent. 
In the anterior porlion of the body-chamber, which has been partly preserved, a 
broad and fl.at constriction is noticeable, running in a radial direction from the um· 
bilicus to the external part, where it is slightly curved forward. 

The umbilicus is narrower than in P. Marcoui and was probably closed by 
a callosit.y in the adult stage. 

Diameter of the shell 
umbilicus 

Dimenaions. 

HTheigkht l of the last volution 
ic ness 5 

Inner nncleus. 
SS mm. 

3 " 
r is ,,c 
(.19 ,, 

llody·chamber. 

35 mm. 
25 w 

Sutui·es,-The external shape of this specimen might suggest an identi:fica· 
·tion with Joannites, but the sutures arf! .. those of .drceatea. The median 
prominence is rather high and serrated, reminding me of the group of Arcestea 
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Barrundei Lhe. 
Marcoui. 

The sutures agree very closely with those of Proarceates 

Genus: LOBITES v. Mojsisovics. 

Subgenus: OoRoOER-J.S Hyatt. 

CoRoCERAS cf. DELPHINOCEPHALUS v. Hauer. Pl. V, fig. 4. 

1855. Ammonites delpkinocepkalus v. Hauer, Beitralge zur Kenntnis der Cephalopodenfauna der 
Hnllstreiter Schichten, Denkschr. Kais, Akad. d. Wissensch. Wien, Ed. IX, p. 157, Taf. V, 
fige. J, 2, non 3·5. 

1860. Olydonites delphinocephalus v. Haue1·, Nachtrrege zur Cephalopodenfauna der Hallstaltter 
Schiohten, Sitzgber. Kais. Ak>1d. d. Wiss. XLI, p. 127. (no1' Tab. V, fig. 7). 

1873. Lobites delphinocepkalus v. Mojsisovics, Cephalopoden der Hallstretter Kalke, Abhandl. K. K. Geo!. 
Rcichsant., VI-1, p. 166, Taf. LXIX, figs. 14·18. 

1902. Oorocera. delphinocepkalus E. v. Mojsieovics, ibidem, Su~plementb., p. 291. 

A single specimen of Co1·oceras, provided with a complete body-chamber 
whorl and ape1·tural margin, agrees very closely ll'ith the Alpine type-specimen of 
Ooroaema delphinoaephalus, from which it is only distinguished by its smaller 
dimensions. In the julic Hallstatt limestone of the Salzkammergut, examples 
of Ooroaeras monile Lbe. have been noticed by Mojsisovics, marking a transitional 
stage between thnt species and 0. delpkinocephalus. I should not hesitate in 
identifying my Himalayan specimen with such types, if I had not found it to 
agree with a. delphinoaephalus in a subordinate detail, which induced E. v. 
Mojsisovics to keep the two species separate. The hood of the body-chamber is 
provided only with very low indistinct folds, not with sharp, delicate ribs, as in 
Coi•oaeras rr.onile. It is true that this difference in the ornamentation, as stated 
by E. v. Mojsisovics in his diagnosis of Ooroaeras delpkinocephalus, is not evident 
from the illustrations on Pl. LXIX, figs. 14·17, but I have seen several specimens of 
this species, from the Hallstatt limestone of the Raschberg, in which the hood is 
nearly smooth, as in my Himalayan specimen. '!'he contraction by which this hood 
is marked o!I from the preceding portion of the body·chamber is of annular 
shape, and of considerable width and dPpth. 

Dimensions. 
Dhmeter of the sbell , 16•ii mm, 

umbilicus 1 

Height } . . 
Thickness at the beginning of the last volution 

6'5 
9 

Height i of the hood 
Thickne" j 

8 
10 

Sutures.-Not known. 
Locality. Number of specimens examined.-Bhalshal cliff, 1. 

COROCERAS VALDECUCULLATUM nov. sp. Pl. v, figs. 2, 3. 

E. v. Mojsisovics, in his monograph of the Cephalopoda from the Hallstatt 
limestone, divided the species of Ooroceras into two groups, both of them provided 
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with a paulosfomatic hood corresponding with the commencement of the last 
volution. In the group of a. Naso this paulostomatic hood is short and con-: 
sequently hidden beneath the peristomatic hood: in the group of a. monile 
it is of considerable length and not covered entirely by the peristomatic hood. 

Now the present species is an extreme type of the group of C. monile, its 
paulostomatic hood being of excessive length and contrasting sharply with the 
short peristomatic hoo1. 'rhe paulostomatic hood is separated from the adjoining 
part of the last volution by a sharp rim and is entirely smootb, whereas the last 
whorl from this rim, up to the commencement of the peristomatic hood, is covered 
with numerous sharp ribs. The ribs are developed most strongly in the vicinity 
of the paulostomatic hood. In one of my specimens a broader rib is intercalated 
occasionally between the sharp ones, but this irregularity in the ornamentation has 
not been observed in the majority of my examples. 

The prristomatic hood is very short, bordered by an annular furrow and 
elevated towards the apertural margin, as in C. Suessii v . .Mojsisovics (Cephalo
poden der Hallstretter Kalke, 1. c. VI-1, p. 167, Taf. LXIX, :figs. 21-25) or in 
0. Neumayri v. Mojs. (ibidem, p. 168, Taf. LXX, figs. 1-4). The aperture is 
contracted very strongly. 

Dimensions. 
Dia.meter of the shell 

" 
,, umbilicus 

Height 1 of the peristornatic hood 
Thickness ) 

, 12 mm. 

1 " 

. s 5·~ ." 
(, 6«> ., 

Sutures.-Agreeing in their shape and arrangement with the sutures in 
typical species of Oo1•ooe1·as. Lobes clydonitic, acute, rnddles entire, somewhat 
laced at their bases. Median prominence broad and considerably lower than the 
adjoining siphonal saddle. Six saddles outside the umbilical suture. The second 
and fourth saddles are a little shorter than their neigh hours, but the difference 
in size is rathel' insignificant. Last saddle broadly rounded and low, recalling 
the umbilical saddle in many Goniatites or in Triassic Nautiloidea. 

Length of the body-ohambe1·.-Exactly one entire volution. 
Loaality. Number of specimens examined.-Shalshal cliff, 4. 
Rema1•ks.-This species is easily distinguished from the eongeneric forms 

m the Mediterranean region by its long paulostomatic hood and by its narrow 

aperture. 

Genus: MoNOPHYLLITEs Mojs. 

MONOPHYLLITES ct SIMONY! v. Hauer. Pl. IV, fig. 3. 
1847. Ammonites Simon!Ji F. v. Haue1·, Cephalopoden von Aussee, Haidinger's Naturwiss. Ab hand!. I, 

p. 270, Taf. IX, figs. 4006. 
1849. Ammonites monophyllus Quenstedt, Cephalopoden, p.-256, Taf. XIX, fig. 11. 
1866. Ammonites Simonyi v. Dittmar, die Fauna tler Hallstrotter Kalke, Geogn1;st. Pal::eont. Beitn.ege 

von Benecke, Schloonbaoh und Waagen, I, p. 360, Taf. XIII, 6gs. 22·24. 
1873. Lytoceras Simonyi E. v. l\fojsisovics, die Cephalopoden der Hallstretter Kalke, A.bhandl. I{. K. Geo]. 

Beichsanst., VI·l, p. 32, Taf. XVII, fige. 1·6, Ta.£. XVIII. 
1902. Monopkyllites Simon;fji' E. v. MGjsisovics, ibidem, Supplementbd., p. 316. 
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A fragmentary specimen of a large-sized . Monophyllites~ which undoubtedly 
belongs to the group of M. sph({Jrophyllus, agrees so closely with M. Simonyi 
Hauer from the julic Hallsbtt limestone of Aussee that, with more complete mate•, 
rials at band, a direct identification might be attempted. 

My fragment hi entirely chambered. Its transverse section is lanceolate, with 
.its lateral parts converging in very flat.ly arched p]anes from the rounded umbilical 
margin to the siphonal part, which is narro\\·ly rounded. The largest transverse dia
meter of 26 mm. corresponds to a height of 37 mm. The shape of the cross
section and the narrowness of the siphonal part especially afford good exter
nal characters of distinction between M. Simonyi and the congeneric species of the 
group of M. sphcerophyllus. . 

Fragments of the shelly test, which have been preserved along one side of my 
specimen-this is the side not figured in the illustration-show numerous transverse 
strire, agreeing in their falciform direction and strength with the ornamentation of 
Monophyllites Simonyi. 

Dimensions.-·Not measurable. 
Sittures.-Agreeing very closely with those of the large example of M. Simonyi 

from the Roethelstein illustrated by E. v. Mojsisovics on Pl. XVIII, fig. 6. 
Siphonal lobe very short, divided by a high median prominence, which is not 
serrated. Principal lateral lobe terminating in two symmetrical points, which are 
separated by a short median leaf, which is considerably smaller than in the illus
kation quoted above, recalli-ng in this respect the illustration of a smaller specimen 
of M. Simonyi on Pl. XVIII, fig. 5. Se~ond lateral lobe and following lobes 
trip1rtite. Two lateral and three au dliar_v lobes are present . 

.Locality. Number of specimens examined.- Shalshal cliff, 1. 
Remarks.-In my memoir on the ladinic, carnic and noric faume of Spiti 

( Palreont. Indica, Ser. XV, Vol. V, Pt. 3) a species of Monophyllites from the 
Grey beds of Thabo has been described and illustrated (Pl. XII, fig. 7), which 
is closely allied to the present one. A. direct identification is, however, impossible, 
because the specimen from Thaho has been so strongly crushed that the original 
shape of its transverse section cannot be reconstructed. 

Subgenus: MoJSVARITEs, Pompeckj. 

MoJSVARITES AGENOR Muenst. Pl. IV, fig. 2. 
1834. Ceratites .Agenor Graf zu Muenster, Nenes Jahrb. f. Miner. etc., vou Leonhardt und Bronn, p. 15, 

Ta:f. II, fig. 9. 
1841. Ceratites .Agenor Graf zu Muenster, Beitrrege zur Geognosie und Petrefaktenkunde, p. Hl5, Taf. 

xv, fig. 24. 
1849. .Ammonites M01·loti F. v. Hauer, Neue Cephalopoden van Hallstatt und Aussee, Haidinger's _Na· 

turwissensch. Abhandl. III, p. 15, Taf. II, figs, 12-14. 
1873. Lytoceras Morloti E. v. Mojsisovics, Die Cephalopoden der Hallstretter Kalke, Abhandl. K._K. Geo], 

Reichsanst., VI-1, p. 34, Taf. XVI, figs. 1, 2, XIX, figs. 11, 14, 15. . . 
1882. Monophyllites .tlgenor E. v. Mojsisovics, Die Cephalopoden der l\Iediterranen Triasprovinz, Abhandl. 

K. K. Geol. Beichsanst. X, p. 205, Taf. LXXVIII, figs. 6·9. 
1902. Mojsvarites Agenor E. v. Mojsisovics, Die Cephalopoden der Hallstretter Kalke, 1. c. Supplemented •. 

p. 316. - . 
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The grou p 0 of Monophyllites Suessii M ojs., distinguis lied by its smooth she])~ 
has been separated from the group of M. sphcerophyllus Hauer (Monophyllites 
8. s.), as a proper subgenus, Mojsva1·ites, by Pompeckj; (Ammoniten des Rhaet, 
Neues Jahrb. f. Miner. 1895, II, p. 19). E. v. Mojsisovics (Himalayan Fossils, 
Vol. III, Pt. 1, p. 115) is inclined to regard Mojsvarites as the Triassic aneestor of 
the genus Phylloae1·as, considering Lytocera.~ as a descendant of Monophyllites s. 8. 

In the carnic Hallstatt limestone the subgenus Mojsvarites is represented by 
two species, M. Agenor Muenst. and M~ eugyrus Mojs. M. engyrus, which is also 
known from the Daonella beds of the Himalayas, has a flatter umbilicus, more 
slowly increasing and compressed whorls, and its sutures more richly sel'rated than 
JJ.1.. Agenor. 

To all appearance M. Agenor also occurs in the carnic stage of the Himalayas, 
but in a somewhat lower horizon than the Daonella beds (zone of 1Ialohia comata 
Bittn.). In the Traumatocrinus limestone it is represented by a specimen of 
moderate dimensions, which in its shape and sutures agrees completely with the 
European specimens of Pozoritta and Aussee. The shell, which 11as been llartly 
preserved, is either quite smooth or shows only slight indications of delicate 
falciform strire, when viewed with the light falling obliquely on it. 

The broadly vaulted siphonal part, the comparative thickness of the volutions, 
and the deep umbilicus, make a distinction from M. eugyrus an easy matter. My 
specimen consisting of air-chambers only, its size, when complete, cannot have been 
inferior to that of the large examples from the carnic Hallstatt limestone of the 
Salzkammergut. 

J)imenaions. 

Diameter of the shell 42 mm. 
,, ,, umbilicus 13 

Height 1 of the last volution 
'fhioknese 5 ·[ 17 

" 15•5 
" 

Sutures.-The sutures are, as our illustration indicates, in the closest agree
ment with those of F. v. Hauer's specimen from Aussee. The contrast in the shape 
of the terminal phylla in the siphonal and principal lateral saddles is very remark· 
able, the former being turned towa1·ds the external part, the latter towards the umbi
lical region. All the lobes are tripartite, rrhe width of the principal lateral lobe 
deserves special mention, as it reminds me strongly of the same character in 
Phylloceras persanense Herbich and in Ph. Montgomeryi Dien., from the lower 

Lias. 
There appear to be two small auxiliary saddles outside the umbilical suture 

which are separated by a narrow lobe. 

Locality. Number of specimens examined.-Shalshal cliff, 1. 
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Genus : JuVAVITES v . .Mojsisovics. 

Subgenus : .ANATOMITES v. Mojs. 

ANA'l'OMITES sp. ind. Pl. I, fig. 3. 

There is a fragment of a side of a species of .Anatomites which probably 
belongs to the group of A. scissi. The fragment, which has been strongly crushed 
and injured by weathering, is, however, not sufficient to enable me to come to a 
tolerably certain decision about its specific position. A deep paulostomatic furrow, 
which is noticed at the beginning of the last volution, is bordered on either side by 
dichotomising ribs. The sculpture is rather simple. U ndividecl ribs appear to be 
entirely absent. Bifurcations of ribs occur both in the umbilical and marginal 
regions. 

IJimensions.-Not measurable. 
Sutures.-Not known. 
Locality. Number of specimens examined.-Shalshal cliff, 1. 

Genus : IscuLITES v. Mojsisovics. 

IscuLITES cf. HEIMI v. Mojs. Pl. V, fig. 5. 
1893. Isculites Heimi E. v. Mojsisovics, Die Cephalopoden del' Hallstrotter Kalke, AbhBndl. K. K. Geo!. 

Reichsanst., VI-2, p. 67, Taf. LXXXVII, figs. 8, 11, 12, 13. 
1896. Isculites cf. Heimi E. v. Mojsisovics, Ohertriadische Cephalopoden faunen des Himalaya, Denkschr. 

Kais. Akad. d. Wiss. Math. nat. Kl. LXIII, p. 608. 
1899. Isculites cf. Heimi E. v. Mojsirnvics, Himalayan Foss., Pal. Ind., ser. XV, Vol. III, Pt. 1, p. 41. 
1203. Isculites Heimi (l\fojs.) P Frech, N eue Cephalopoden ans den Buchensteiner und W engener Schichten 

des siidlichen Bakony. Aus dem Palreontologischen Anhang zum I. Teile des I. Bandes der Resultate 
den Wissenchaftl. Erforschg. des Balatonsees, p. 45. 

1906. Isculites Heimi Diener, Fauna of the Tropites limestone of Byans, Palroont. Indica, ser. XV, 
Himalayan Foss. Vol. V, No. 1, p. 115, Pl. XV., fig. 1. 

A small shell consisting of air-chambers only agrees very nearly with inner 
nuclei of theforma typicct of lscu.lites .Heim·l, but the identification must be made 
with some reserve, the shape of its body-chamber being unknown to me. The 
egression of the umbilicus is but faintly marked, although one can see that the 
umbilical suture does not exactly follow the normal spiral. 

Shell nearly smcoth, with few, indistinct, strim of growth only. 

JJimensions. 
Diameter of the shell • 9·5 mm. 

,, ,. umbilicus o·5 ,, 

THhe~gkht ~ of the last volution • 
1c ness S 

f cca. 4·5 ,, 

'l 6 " 

Sutures.-Agreeing in general with those of Isculites Heirni. The contrast 
between the entire externnl and the serrated internal margins of the siphonal saddle 
is clearly marked. At the base of the prinoipal lateral lobe a comparntively liir2'e 
indentation is noticeable. 

Locality. Number ef specimens examined.-Shalshal cliff, 1. 
D 
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IscULITES sp. ind. Pl. V, fig. I. 

There is a second specimen of Isculites in A. v. Krafft's collections. Its body
chamber has been partly preserved, but a considerable portion must have been 
broken off, the egression or opening out of the umbilicus being still rather small. 
1.'he most important feature by which this specimen is distinguished from lsculites 
Heimi, is the remarkable decrease in the width of the last volution from its 
beginning towards the aperture. In this character it recalls I. subdecrescens v. 
Mojsisovics ( Cephalopoden der Hallstretter Kalka Le. VI-2, p. 68, Taf. LXXXVII, 
figs. 5, 6), but it is too fragmentary to warrant a complete identification. 

The shell is entirely smooth. 

Dimensions. 
Diameter of the shell • 

,, ,, umbili~us 

Height ) 
Thickness J at the beginning of the last volution 

Height { 
Thickness S of the aperture 

Sutures.-U nknown. 
Locality. Number of specimens e.xamined.-Shalshal cliff, 1. 

Genus: CELTITES v. Mojsisovics. 

CELTITES CONTRACTIFRONS nov. sp. Pl. V, figs. 6, 7. 

. 17 mm, 

2 " 
r '1 ,, 

• (..10 

r 9 ,, 
• (.. 9 ,, 

Shells agreeing very closely with Oeltites trigonalis Diener (Ladinic, carnic 
and noric faunre of Spiti, Himalayan Foss., Vol. V, Pt. 3, p. 29, Pl. VI, fig. 11) from 
the Daonella limestone of Lilang, have been discovered among A. v. Krafft's 
materials from the Traumatocrinus limestone of the Shalshal cliff. 11hey 
exhibit the same blunt geniculation of the spire, imparting to the shell a nearly 
triangular outline, with bluntly rounded angles. 

The only external difference between the type-specimen from the Daonella 
beds of Spiti and our examples from the Traumatocrinus limestone of Painkhanda 
consists in the presence of constrictions, accompanying the geniculations in the 
latter. In my type-specimen the ornamentation is very delicate and restricted to the 
vicinity of the aperture. It consists of parabolic ears, which are connected 
by ribs crossing the siphonal area. In the specimens before me narrow constric
tions are added to this pattern of ornamentation, which run across the 
entire tube in a direction considerably turned forward, and form a broadly 
-curved lappet on the siphonal area. Neither these constrictions nor the genicula· 
tions are arranged at regular intervals. 

The constrictions following the geniculations of the tube probably correspond 
to paulostomatic furrows. The geniculations resemble the phylogerontic con· 
traJtiuns in the body·charuber of Lobites v. Mojs. or Ooroceras Hyatt. 
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JJimensions. 
Fig. 6. 

Diameter of the shell • • 16•5 mm. 

., umbilicus . • 8 " 
Height } 
Thickness of the last volution 

r 4 ,, 
't 6•5 " 

Fig.7 . 
13 mm. 

6•5 " 

3 
" 4•5 " 

19 

Sutures.--Standing widely apart, goniatitic, but distinguished from those of 
Oeltites trigonalis by the very deep position of the siphonal lobe and by the develop
ment of sharply pointed wings on either side of the short median prominence. 
Lateral saddle higher than the external one. A small umbilical lobe outside the 
umbilical suture. 

Locality. Number of specimens examined.-Shalshal cliff, 3. 

Genus : D1scOTROPITES Hyatt et Smith. 

DisCOTROPITEs sp. ind. (group of D. punctati.) 

A species of JJiscotropites closely allied to JJ. Plinii E. v. Mojsisovics (Cepha
lopoden der Hallstretter Kalke, Abhandl. K. K. Geol. Reichsanst., VI-2, p. 289, Taf. 
CXXX, figs. 4-6), from the Traumatocrinus limestone of the Shalshal cliff, has 
been described by E. v. Mojsisovics (Himalayan Foss., Vol. III, l't. 1, p. 48). In 
A. v. Krafft's collection the genus JJiscofropites is represented by a single fragment 
only, which is too small to permit any closer comparison with the Alpine species. 
But it is certainly not identical with the form described by E. v. Mojsisovics, its 
ornamentation pointing decidedly to the group of JJ. punctati. 

Locality. Number of specimens examined.-Bambanag cliff, near Martoli 
E.G., 1. 

Genus: CARNITES Mojs. 

CARNITES cf. FLORIDUs WuLF. Pl. IV, fig. 5. 

For a list of synonyms vide : C. Diener, 'fhe fauna of the '11ropites limestone 
of Byans, Himalayan Foss. Palreont. Ind., ser. XV, Vol. V, Pt. 1., p. 169. 

'J.lo this list the following quotations should be added :--

1900. Haue1•ites ap. ind. A. v. Krafft. General Report, Geo!. Surv. of India, for 1899-1900, pp. 215, 216. 
1905. Oarnitesjloridus Frech, Nachtrll!ge zu den Cephalopoden and Zweischalern der Bakonyer Trias 

Palreontologischer Anhang zn Ed. I Th. 1 der Resultate der Wissenschaftl Erforschg. des 
Balatonsees, Nachtrag. p. 18, figs. 23-25. 

1908. Oarnites jloridus Diener, Ladinic, camic and noric fannre of Spiti, Himalayan ~'oss., Vol. V., Pt. 3, 
p. 70, Pl. XII, fig. 2. 

Indian representatives of this remarkable Alpine species have been described 
from the Tropites limestone of Byans and from the Grey beds of Spiti. Its presence 
in the Traumatocrinus limestone is also very probable, but cannot, unfortunately, 

n2 
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be proved in a sat.isfactory manner, my materials at hand being too scanty. 
'!'here is only a single fragment of the last volution available, showing four lobes 
and three saddles of the fou1· last septa. It is strongly compressed, and provided 
with a narrow siphonal area, which is bordered by two sharp keels. Between 
these two marginal keels the external area is not deeply excavated, but slightly 
elevated in the middle, although no median keel is developed. 

To judge from the proportions of the sutural elements, the specimen must 
have been of large size and may have attained a diameter of about 120 mm., corre
sponding to the last septum. 

The surface of the cast is entirely smooth. 
Sutures. -Agreeing exactly, as far as known, with those of the typical form 

of Oarnites flo1•idus from Deutsch Bleiberg. 
Locality. Number of specimens e.xamined.-Shalshal cliff, 1. 

Genus: PLACl'l'ES v. Mojsisovics. 

PLACITES cf. POLYDACTYLUS VAR. 0LDHAMI v. Mojs. Pl. IV, fig. 4. 

E96. Placites Oldkami E. v. Mojsisovics, Beitrrege zu1· obertriadischen Cephalopodenfauna des Himalaya, 
Denkschr. Kais, Akad. d. Wissensch, LXIII, p. 664, Taf. XIX, fig. 2. 

1899. Placites Old!izmi E. v. Mojsisovics, Himalayan Foss. I. c., Vol. III, Pt. 1, p. 111, Pl. XIX, fig. 2. 
1906. Placites palydaetylus va1" Old!iami Diener, Fauna of the Tropites limestone of Byans, ibidem. 

Vol. V, Pt. 1, p. 165, Pl. XIV, figs. 7, 8, 9. 

The chambered cast illustrated belongs to a species of Placites, which is 
probably identical with Pl. polyclactylus va1·. Oldhanzi from the Daonella beds of 
Lauka, and from the Tropites limestone of Byans. In its external shape, pro
portions and sutures, it agrees very closely with this specier:;, but its state of preser
vation does not permit of a direct identification. 

Sutures.-As far as known agreeing with those of Pl. potudaotylus, especially 
so in the development of two adventitious lobes. 

Locality. Ni6mbe1· of specimens examined.-ShalshaI cliff, I. 

Genus: RIMKINITES Mojsisovics. 

RIMKINI'l'ES NirIENSIS v. Mojsisovics. PL IV, fig. 4. 

1897. Hungarites nitiensis E. v. Mojsisovics, Beitrrege zur Kenntnis der obestriadischen Cephalopoden· 
faunen des Hi1d1laya, Denksch1". Kais. Akad. d. Wissensch. LXIII, p. 66(), fig. 1, non 2, 3. 

1899. Hungarites 11itiensis E. v. M.ojsisovics, Himalayan Foss, Vol. III, Pt. 1, p. 118, fig. I, non 2, 3. 
1908. Riinkinites nitiensis Diener, Ladinic, carnic and 11oric faunre of Spiti, Palreont. Indica, ser. XV, 

Himalayan Foss., Vol. V, Pt. 3, p. 32, Pl. IV, figs. 8, 9, 10. 

As lrns been explained in my memoir quoted above, two different species have 
been united in Rirnkinites nitiensis by E. v. Mojsisovics. The name must be 
r13stricted to the ammonite from the Traumatocrinus limestone of the Shalshal 
cliff, which seems to ha~e a rather wide vertical di~tribution in the 'l'rias of the 
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Himalayas, ranging from the topmost beds of the Muschelkalk in Spiti through 
the entire Daonella shales and the Daonella limestone. 

In A. v. Krafft's collections from the Traumatocrinus limestone of the Shalshal 
cliff a single fragment only of this species has been found, showing the delicate 
falciform strire on the lateral pads, and recalling the ornamentation in Harpoce1·as 
even mor" distinctly than the specimen illustrated on Pl. IV, fig. 8, of my memoir 
quoted above. 

RIMKINITES EDMONDII Diener. 

1865. Ammonitea .floridus Salter, Palreontology of Niti, p. 61, Pl. VIII, fig. 1, non 2, 3, non Pl. VI, 

fig. 1. 
1897. Rungarites nitiensis E. v. Mojsisovics, ex parte, Denkschr. Kais. Akad. d. Wissenech. LXIII, 

p. 669, figs. 2, 3, non 1. 
1899. Hungarites nitiensis E. v. Mojsisovic~, e;c parte, Himalayan Foss. Vol. III, Pt. I, p. 118, figs. 2, 3, 

non 1. 
1908. Rimkinites Edmondii Diener, Ibidem, Vol. V, Pt. III. Ladinic, carnic and noric faunre of Spiti, 

p. 34., Pl. VJ, figs. 2, 3. 

This species, which corresponds to the cfrcumplicate type of Rimkinites 
nitiensis, in the original interpretation of E. v. Mojsisovics, is represented in A. v. 
Krafft's collection by a single specimen of small size, which is but indifferently 
preserved. 

I have nothing to add to my description of this species quoted above. 

Genus: ARPADITES v. Mojsisovics. 

ARPADITES RIMKINENSIS v. Mojsisovics. 

18\!7. A.rpaditP.s rimlcinensis E. v. Mojsisovics, Beitrrege zur Kenntnis der obert.riadischen Cephalopoden· 

faunen des Himalaya, Denkschr. Kais . .AkaJ. d. Wissensch. Wien, LXIII, p. 50, Ta£. XIV, fig. 6. 
1899. A.. rimkinensis E. v. Mojsisovics, Palreont. Indica, ser. XV, Vol. III, Pt. 1, p. 59, Pl. XIV, fig. 6. 
1908. A. rimlcinensis Diener, Ib:dem, Vol. V, Pt. 3, Ladinic, carnic and noric faunre of Spiti, Pl. IV, 

p. 16, figs. 3-6. 

This species, of which seven specimens were known to E. v. Mojsisovics 
from my own collections in the TraunatocrinLB limestone of the Shalsbal cliff 
in 1892, is represented by a single fragment only in A. v. Krafft's collections, 
from the same locality. In its dimensions and sculptme it agrees so closely 
with the type-specimen figmed by E. v. M ojsisovics that au illustration is 
hardly necessary. Nor have I anything to add to my descriptions quoted above. 

In Spiti .ArpaditPs 1•imkinensis is a common species in the topmost beds of the 
Muschelkalk. 

Subgenus : IJJTTJtARITES v. Mojsisovics. 

DIT'l'MARITES cf. CIRCUMScrssus v. Mojsisovics. Pl. V, fig. 13. 

1893. A.rpadites (Dittmarites) cfrcumscissus E. v. :MojsisJvics, Die Cephalopoden der Hallstretter Kalke 

Abbandl. K. K. Geo\. Reicbsanst., Vl-2, p. 457, Taf. CLIV, figs. 2-5. 
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A single fragmentary specimen from the Tropites limestone of the Shalshal 
cliff reminds me very strongly of this species of the group of Arpadites rimosi. 
It resembles most closely the specimen illustrated on fig. 4 by E. v. Moj
sisovics, both in its proportions and sculpture. But the flattened ribs are 
arranged at equal distances along the entire half-volution, which is satisfactorily 
preserved and are as narrow as in the body~chamber of the Alpine example 
quoted above. This character is, however, subject to considerable variation in 
JJittmarites airoumsoissus, the ribs being broader and more widely separated at the 
aperture, in the specimen illustrated on PI. CLIV, fig. 3, than at the commencement 
of the last volution, corresponding to a smaller diameter in the specimen fig. 4. 
This difference is consequently not of specific importance. . ·- _ ·~-....~~ .. ' 

The regularity in the arrangement of ribs in our Eimaln1a.n specimen might 
lead us to suppose, that its last volution belongs to the body-cbambet,~--3.g-- far as it 
is sculptured. This suggestion is supported by the presence of several dichotomis
iug or intercalated ribs, which do not originate at the umbilical margin, but 
terminate in sharp points before reaching it. 

In the regularity of its ornamentation our specimen recalls IJ. Ferdinandi 
v. Mojsisovics (1. c. p. 459, Taf. CLIII, figs. 15, 17, CLIV, fig. 1) but is distin· 
guished from the latter species both by the absence of any incisions in its 
smooth external keels, and by its wider umbilicus. 

Diameter of the shell 

,, ,, umbilicus 

Height } of the last Yolution 
Thickness 

Sutures.-N ot known. 

JJimensions. 
• 28 mm. 

8 " s 12•5 " 
'(. 9 " 

Loaalitg. Number of specimens examined.-Shalshal cliff, 1. 

DITTMARITES sp. ind. aff. LADON v. Dittm. Pl. I, figs. 4, 5. 

The larger of the two specimens illustrated is provided with its body-chamber. 
The smaller specimen is an inner nucleus consisting of air·chambers only. The 
small specimen very closely resembles examples of equal size of .Arpadites 
(JJittmarites) Ladon v. Dittmar (Zur Fauna der Hallstootter Kalke, Geognost. 
Palreont. Beitrooge von Benecke, Schloenbach und Waagen, I, p. 382,_Taf. XVIII, 
figs. 1, 2), especially the inner volutions of the type-specimen from the julic beds 
of the Feuerkogel, which has been illustrated by E. v. Mojsisovics on Pl. CLIII,. 
fig. 6 of his monograph of the Cephalopoda of the Hallstatt limestone (Abhandl. 
K. K. Geol. Reichsanst., VI-2, p. 461). 'rhe whorls increase slowly, and are 
higher than broad, enveloping one another along the siphonal area and covered 
with broad, falciform ribs, which are separated by very narrow intercostal valleys. 
In the posterior portion of the last volution some ribs in the umbilical region are 
elevated somewhat above the general convexity of the shell. All the ribs are 
undivided. 
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A deep median furrow is noticeable in the siphonal area, at the commencement 
of the last volution, corresponding to a diameter of the shell of 10 mm. :But 
distinct siphonal keels are not developed before a diameter of 13 mm. has been 
reached. Those keels originate in the shape of comparatively broad ledges and 
become acute only in later stages of growth. 

Whereas in lJ. Ladon the sculpture changes to a certain extent in later stages 
of development, it remains nearly unchanged in our Himalayan species. The body
chamber fragment figured shows simple broad ribs, separated by deep intercostal 
furrows, and sharp siphonal keels, which are entirely smooth, not crenulated, as in 
JJ. Ladon. 

Both in its lateral sculpture and in the persistence of smooth siphonal keels 
this species reminds me even more strongly of .Arpadites (Dittma1·ites) circum
scissus v. Mojsisovics, than of D. Ladon, but it differs from it in its lower whorls and 
wider umbilicus. 

l\fy materials are not sufficient for justifying the introduction of a new 
specific denomination. 

Dimensions. 

Diameter of the shell • 
,, ,, umbilicus 

Height } . 
Th. k of the last volntion • 

1c ness 

Fig. 4. 
? mm. 

• cca. 12 

{ 14·5 
13 

" 
" 

Fig. r;. 
19•5 mm. 

4 " 
9 " 
7•5 " 

Sutu1·es.-Agreeing in general with those of DittmarUes Ladon and D. Dorceus 
v. Dittm. Lobes and saddles serrated. Marginal walls of the lateral lobes converg• 
ing towards their bases. Siphonal lobe very short and bicuspidate. Principal 
lateral lobe terminating in a large acute point. Second lateral saddle divided by 
the umbilical suture. 

Locality. Number of specimens examined.-Shalshal cliff, 2. 

Genus: CLIONITES v. Mojsisovics. 

CLIONITES sp: ind. ex aff. DOR.2E v. Mojsisovics. Pl. V, fig. 12. 

Although the only specimen available for examination is fairly well preserved, 
I do not consider it as sufficient to justify the introduction of a new specific 
name. 

The specimen is closely related to Olionites Dorce v. Mojsisovics (Cephalopo· 
den der Hallstretter Kalke, Abhandl. K. K. Geol. Reichsanst., Vl-2, p. 474, 
Taf. CXLIII, fig. 4), from the julic Hallstatt limestone of Aussee, in reference to 
its shape and in the arrangement of its sculpture. 'fhe volutions are strongly 
compressed, embracing one another but very little and inc1·easing slowly from the 
umbilical margin, which is rounded off obtusely, while the latei·al parts are very 
flatly curved towards the narrow siphonal part, which is provided with a deep 
median furrow. 
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The ornamentation of the inner whorls, so far as known, appears to be very 
delicate. In the last volution it consists of numerous ribs, which are broader than 
the intercostal valleys and deviate but very little from a straight direction. 
The tendency to a falciform bend is developed less distinctly than in the ribs of 
Ol. Dorm. 

The majority of the rib~ are undivided. A few of the ribs originate in 
pairs at the umbilical margin. A small number of intercalated rihs, which do not 
reach the umbilical region, bas also been noticed. Tbe development of any 
umbilical or lateral tubercles is quite an exception. In the marginal region the 
ribs terminate in low tubercles or ledges, which are spirally protracted and 
impart a crook-shaped appearance to the terminations of tlie ribs. Between these 
marginal elevations and the crenulated external keels there is a complete inter
ruption in the sculpture. Thus the external keels become an element of ornament
ation as independent from the lateral ribs as in Olionites Dor(J]. 

It is the development of marginal tubercles or ledges on the lateral rihs which 
chiefly distinguishes our species from Ol. Dm·m. The independent position of 
the present form cannot therefore well be doubted. 

DiametPr of the shell 
,, umbilicus 

Height 1 of the last volution 
Thickness S 

Sutu1res.-N ot known. 

JJimensions. 
• 20·5 mm. 

6•5 .. 

5" 7•5 " 
'( 5 

Locality. Numbf'r of specimens examined.-Shalsbal c1iff, 1. 

Genus: TRACHYCERAS Laube. 

TRACHYCERAS A USTRIACUM: v. Mojsisovics. Pl. v, figs. 8, 9. 

1893. T?·aclt;ljceras ausfriacum E. v. Mojsisovics, Cepbalopoden der Hallstretter Kalke, Abh~ndl. K. K. 
Geo!. Reichsanst., Vl-2, p. 677, Taf. CLXXXII, fig. 8, CLXXXllJ, figs. 3, 5-9, CLXXXIV, 
figs. 1·3, CLXXXV, fig. 1. 

1897. T?•acli. tibeticum E. v. Mojsisovics, Bfitrrege zur Kenntnis der obertriadschen Cephalopodenfan 11a 
des Himalaye, Denkschr. Ke.is. Akad. d. Wissenscb. LXIII, p. 647, Taf. XVII, fig. 7. 

1899. Trac!i. tibeticum E. v. l\fojsi~ovics, Upper Trfossic Cepbalopod faunre of the Himalayas, Pe.lreont. 
Indica, ser. XV, Vol. III, Pt. I, p. 90, Pl. XVII, fig. 7. 

1900. Tmch, tibeticum A. v. Krafft, General Report, Geol. Surv. of India, for 1899-1900, p. 214. 
1903. Trncl1. aust'!"iacum Frech, Neue Cephalopoden aus den Tria~schichten des suedlichen Bakony, Palreont. 

Anhang zurn I, Teil des I, Ed.es. der Resultate drr Wissenschaftl. Erforscbg. des Balatonsees, p. 39, 
Taf. X, fig. 2. 

A specimen of Trachyce1•as, which was collected by myself in the T.rauma
tocrinus limestone of the Sha,lshal cliff in 1892, has been compared with the 
European T. ausfriacum by E. v. Mojsisovics, but has heen separated from 
this species as T. tibeticum by reason of its more simple sutures. 

E. v. Mojsisovics describes the Himalayan species as follows (Himalayan 
Foss., 1. c. p. 70) : 
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"The specimen illustrated, viz,, a cast, with the beginning of the body-chamber, 
agrees in its general features with 1'rachyoe?·as ausfriacum from the Feuerkogel 
near Aussee in such a remarkable way, that I should not have hesitated to identify 
it with this characteristic species, but for the fact that the mort> simple struc
ture of the suture line requires the isolation of the Indian form. I regard 
the latter therefore as a representative of Trctch. ctusfriacitm and designate it 
T1·aoh. tibeticum. Should the differentiation of the species not be considered justified 
-which in this, as in so many other cases, is only a matter of individual concep
tion or personal judgment-the varietal name tibetica should be added to the 
Indian form of T. ausfriacum.'' 

The learned author did not fail to remark a difference in the character of the 
sculpture of his Indian form and of the Alpine types of Trtwh. auslrictcum. Instead 
of the external double row of tubercles occurring in the latter, only knob-like 
extremities of the ribs are to be seen in T. tibetiaum. But this difference is 
explained correctly by E. v. Mojsisovics by the different mode of preservation of the 
Indian and Alpine types. The Himalayan specimen is a cast devoid of its 
shelly substance, and consequently does not show the double row of external 
tubercles, but their presence in examples provided with their test is suggested, 
according to E. v. Mojsisovics, by the specially strong development of the pro
jection of the extremities of the ribs. 

This suggestion bas been proved to be correct by the examination of new 
materials collected in the Traumatocrinus limestone of the Shalshal cliff by 
A. v. Krafft. There is one fragment especially of a body-chamber, provided 
with its shelly test, which shows the double row of external spiral tubercles as dis
tinctly as any of the Alpine examples of T. austriacum from the Hallstatt limestone 
of the Salzkammergut. Another specimen is a cast, agreeing in its dimensions very 
closely with the type specimen of T. tibeticum, which has a small fragment of 
the original shell preserved along the siphonal part. On this fragment two small 
tubercles are noticed rising from a common base in the external spiral row, 
whereas the cast exhibits only the stout, knob-shaped extremities of the rib~, 

as illustrated in the type-specimen of T. tibeticum by E. v. Mojsisovics. 
Thus there is a complete agreement in the sculpture of '1.'raoh. ausfriacurn 

and Track. tibeticum, and the only difference between the two species is the 
more simple structure of the sutures in the Asiatic type. But even in this respect 
some of the specimens collected by A. v. Krafft do not agree with the description 
and :figures as given by E. v. Mojsisovics, but correspond exactly with the 
European form. As is seen from my illustration, the stems of the saddles are 
provided with deep denticulations, and the principal lateral lobe is wide and 
tripartite, not terminating in a single, narrow point, as in Tmoh. tibeticwm. 

From this it is evident that Traoh. ausfriaoum is represented in the Himalayas 
by specimens agreeing completely with the European form, and that types with 
more simple sutures, as for instance that illustrated by E. v. Mojsisovics, can only 
be considered as varietie!:l, to which the name vm·. Ubetirn may be assigned. 

E 
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Dimensions. 

Diameter of the shell • 46 mm. 

,, ,, umbilicus 
,. ' 9·5 • • ,, 

Height 1 l l t' 
Thickness j of the ast vo u ton l 22·1>i 

" 17 " 

Loaality. Nurnbe1· of speainiens exam·~ned.-Slialshal cliff, 6. 

Subgenus: PROTRA.CHYCFRAS v. l\fojs. 

PROTRACHYCERAS sp. ind. aff. AtuoN v. Mojs. Pl. V, fig. 10. 

The only specimen available for examination has been greatly injured. Its 
state of preservation is, however, sufficient to establish its relationship to the group 
of Protraahyaeras Attila. Its sculpture is characterised by the presence of 
numerous, very closely set, arid narrow ribs, and of a large number of spiral 
rows of tubercles (eleven or twelve), which are rather delicate. 

The lateral ornamentation is remarkable for the change which the direction 
of the ribs undergoes, during different st:lges of growth. At the beginning of the 
last volution the. ribs are falciform, with a strong bend, tumed forward, in tl1e 
marginal regions, as is common in the overwhelming majority of carnic 
Traah.ycerata. In the middle portion of the last volution the ribs are directed 
backward in the marginal region, and their falciform shape has been replaced 
by a flat cmve, with its convexity turned forward. A large portion of the 
shell having been broken off, the place where the two patterns of ornamentation 
must have met is, unfortunately, not accessible to obse1·vation. In the anterio1· 
half of this volution the direction of the ribs is nearly radial, and they cross 
the siphonal area in straight lines, exactly as in the subgenus Anolaites, with 
the exception only of a narrow space in the middle of the shell, which remains 
smooth. This space which corresponds to the median furrow in typical species 
of Traahyae1Y1s is not depressed, but mal'ked only by an interruption of the 
lateral sculpture. In this character our species agt·ees closely with P1·otraakyaeras 
Arion v. ;\fojsisovics (Cephalopoclen der Hallstretter Kalke, Abhandl. K. K. Geol. 
Reichsanst., VI-2, p. 634, 'l1af. CI.iXX, figs. 3, 4), from the julic Hallstat.t lime
stone of Aussee, hut the smooth median zone is ~till narrower, and the external 
tubercles are more delicate in the Indian forin. 'rhe lateral ribs correspond 
exactly on either side of the shell. 

In its general shape also our ~pecimen recalls P1•ofrack • ..cfrion. In the 
width of its umbilicus it holds an intermediate position between the two specimens 
from Aussee, which have been illustrated by E. v. Mojsisovics. 

Dia meter of the shell 
,, ,, umbilicus 

Height I 
Tiiicknes' j of the last volution 

Dimensions. 
60 mm. 

. cca. 11 ,, 

f 24 " 
t 17 .. 
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Sntu1·es.-Not known. 
Locality. Number of specimens examined.-Bambanag cliff, 1. 

PROTRACHYCERAS sp. ind. (Group of P. FURCOSA). Pl. V, fig. 14. 

Two fragmentary specimens of small dimensions are representatives of a species 
of P?·otrachyce?'Ct8 belonging to the group of P1•otrach. furcosa, and is perhaps 
a descendant from Profr. furcatum Muenst. It has high-mouthed volutions, which 
increase slowly and are very strongly compressed, and a comparatively wide 
umbilicus. In the narrow siphonal part a deep median furrow is excavated, 
which is bordered by ear-shaped, spirally elongated tubercles. Between this 
external row of tubercles and the following one there is a complete interruption 
of sculpture, exactly as in P1·ot'r. subfu?·catum v. Mojsisovics (Cepbalopoden der 
Hallstretter Kalke, Abbandl. K. K. Geol. Reichsanst,, VI-2, p. 624, Pl. CLXVI, 
fig. 6). 

The lateral parts are nearly flat, and covered with stout and broad falciform 
ribs, which bifurcate at irregular intervals. These ribs are the most prominent 
elements of ornamentation. There is a remarkable oontrllst between the strong 
development of the lateral ribs and the feebly developed spiral tubercles, of which 
there are altogether four rows. The lateral tubercles are spirally elongated, as 
in P.furcatum and its allies. 

'l'he chief difference between the present species and the Alpine descendants 
of Prutr. furcatwn in the julic Ilallstatt Limestone (P. subfiwcafom v, M0js., 
P. Radwig(JJ v. Mojs.), consists in the strong development of the ribs in my Inrlian 
form, whereas thf:se ribs are but faintly marked in the European types. 

JJimensions. 
Diameter of the shell 25 mm. 

,, ,, umbilicus 6·5 " 
Height 1 . 
Thickness J of the last volution 

i~ r ,, 
' l ,, 

Sutures. -Agreeing very nearly with those of P1·otr. fu'rcatum Muenst, as 
illustrated by E. v. Mojsisovics (Oephalopoden der Mediterranen Triasprovinz, 
Abbandl. K. K. Geol. Reichsanst., X, Taf. XXII, fig. 3). Saddles brachy
phyllic, with margins converging from a broad base towards the tops, which 
are narrowly rounded. Lateral lobes terminating in long digitations. A small 
auxilia.ry saddle standing outside the umbilical suture. 

Locality. 1Vumbe1· of specimens examined.-Shalshal cliff, 2. 

Genus: SIRENITES v. Mojsisovics. 

SIBENITES CooKEI nov. sp. Pl. V, fig. 11. 

This species is represented in A. v. Krafft's collection by the type-specimen 
illustrated, wbioh, although somewhat fragmentary, bas been preserved sufficiently 

E 2 
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well to justify the introduction of a new specific name, and by two more examples 
of larger dimensions, which have, however, been greatly injured, especially so in 
the external region. It is not a typical representative of the genus Sfrenites, but 
one of the numerous transitional shapes between Pi·otrachycei·as and Sfrenites, 
in which the number of external tubercles is less than twice as great as the 
number of lateral ribs, and in which plaited external keels are consequently 
abBent. We are therefore obliged to class this species with the group of Sirenites 
senticosi v. Mojs. 

l\iy type specimen is high-mouthed, strongly compressed, and provided with 
a comparatively n::i,rrow umbilicus. 'Ihe greatest transverse diameter corresponds 
to the umbilical margin, which is acute and separated from the umbilical suture 
by a low and vertical wall. In these sutures, and also in the general character of 
its sculpture, it recalls Sir. Hortensim v. Mojsisovics (Cephalopoden der Hall
st::etter Kalke, Abhandl. K. K. Geol. Reichsanst., IV-2, p. 739, Taf. CLXII, 
fig. 2i.). 

The lateral parts are covered with broad and stout ribs, which occasionally 
bifurcate at irregular distances from the umbilical margin. The number of 
bifurcations is not very considerable. There are altogether nine or ten rows 
of spiral tubercles present. The tubercles in the umbilical region are more 
delicate, spirally elongated, and set very close to each other. Two rows consist 
of tubercles of especially large dimensions, the marginal one and the row following 
next to it. 

The external tubercles are arranged into keels, which are not distinctly indivi
dualised, the ear-shaped tubercles being separated by deep furrows, which run 
diagonally t<nvards the median depression in the narrow siphoual area, 

Diameter of the shell 
,, umbilicus 

Height 11 of the last volution 
Tbickness 

Dimensions. 
42 mm. 

9 " 
J 23 " 
(. 16 " 

Siitw·es.--As far as known, richly serrated, with dolichophyllic saddles. 'l'he 
inner margin of the second lateral saddle corresponds to the umbilical edge. 

Locality. N11mber of specimens examined.-Bambanag cliff, 1; Shalshal 
cliff, 2. 

Genus: GIRT.EJICERAS nov. gen. 

GIRTIIICEltAS Pl!RNODOSUM nov. sp. Pl. I, fig. 6. 

My materials for the introduction of this new genus are rather scanty, con
sisting of a ~ingle specimen of small dimensions, whose body-chamber has not 
been entirely presel'l'l d, hut as it cannot be .united with any of the genera of 
Triafsic ammomtes hjthtrto de; cribed and as its characters of importance a.re 
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clearly marked, I consider myself justified in proposing a new generic name. 'l'he 
leading features of the new genus are obvious from the following description of 
the species, which should be considered as its prototype. 

In its general shape this species recalls some Alpine representatives of G?•ypo
nautilidlE, especially G1·ypove1•as ( Gryponautilus) Suessii v. Mojsisovics (Cephalopo· 
den der Hallstretter Kalke, Abhancll. K. K. Geol. Reichsanst., VI-1, p. 26, Taf. 
VI, fig. 11, 'faf. XIII, fig. _2). 'l'he volutions1 which increase very slowly, are 
broader than high, and provided with a broad and flattened sipl10nal area, which is 
marked off from the lateral parts by distinct, obtusely rounded edges. The 
greatest transverse diameter corresponds to the umbilical margin. From this place 
the lateral parts co.nverge towards the siphonal area as nearly flat planes. The 
umbilicus is very deep, moderately wide, and surrounded by a vertical wall. 
Umbilical margin forming an obtuse edge. 

The principal elements of rnulpture are stout umbilical tubercles, which, in 
their strong development recall the pattern of sculpture in Stephanites Waag., or in 
. .t1-crochoi·diceras Hyatt. From these tubercles radial ribs originate, which become 
broadened out and at the same time gradually obliterated towards the siphonal 
area. In the last of these ribs, which occurs on the body-chamber of my type
specimen, its margins are elevated into narrow secondary costre. The places 
where the vanishing ribs meet with the siphonal edges are marked by faint 
swellings of the latter. 

Diameter of the shell 
umbilicu~ 

Height 1 oft be la>t min tiou 
Thicknessl 

J)ime11sions. 
25 mm. 
6 

f 12'5 " 
(_ 15 " 

Sutures.-The dolichophyllic suture-line in general bears the character of 
some genera of HaloritinlE and J11vavitin1E. The number of sutural elements is 
rather small, there being not more than two lateral lobes and saddles present. The 
development of the auxiliary lobes could not be ascertained. 

Siphonal lobe standing on an equal level with the principal lateral lobe and 
divided by a low median prominence, with entire margins and a rounded apex. 
Lateral lobes with deep digitations. Saddles richly serrated, with indistinct 
individualization of several phylla. 

Locality. Number of specimens examined.-Bambanag cliff, 1. 
Remarks.-The diagnosis of the genus Gfrthiceras runs as follows:-
Globose shells, with a flattened siphonal area and a strong umbilical sculpture. 

Sutures dolichophyllic. 
It is more difficult to assign to this genus its proper systematic position. The 

small number of sutural elements exclude it from being grouped with ..tfrcestoidea 
and Pinacocei·atoidea. But there is no Alpine or American genus among tlie 
Ti·opitoidea, to which it could be more closely c:impared. There are perhaps, 
it is true, some affinities with the genus Miltites v. Jvlojsisovics (Cephalopoden der 
Hall~tmtter Kalke, Abhandl. K. K. Geol. Reichsanst., VI-2, p. 334), which 
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resembles Gfrthiaeras in the development of strong umbilical tubercles and in the 
arrangement of the sutural line, but in the charaeter of the siphonal part the 
difference is too remat·kable to permit the suggestion of a direct phylogenetic 
connection. 

LAMELLIBRANCHIATA. 

DAONELLA INDICA Bittner. 

1899. Daonella indicct Bittner, Himalayan Foss., Palreont. Indic~., ser. XV, Vol. III, Pt. 2, p. 39, Pl. 
VII, figs. 4·11. 

1908. Daonella indica Diener, ibidem, Vol. V, Pt. 3, Ladinir, carnic and noric faunre of Spiti, p. 11, 
Pl. III, figs. 6, 7, 10. 

The oecurrence of this species at the top of the Traumatorrinus limestone 
from the Shalshal cliff has been established by A. Bittner. There are also two 
specimens before me which according to A. v. Krafft's labels, were collected m 
the Traumatocrinus limestone of the Bambanag cliff, N.-W. of Martoli E. G. 

DAONELLA sp. ind. aff. OBLIQUA v. Mojs. Pl. v, fig. 15. 

A right valve of a Daonella of strongly elongated shape reminds me very 
much of Daon. obli qua v. Mojsisovics (U eber die triadischen Pelecypoden· 
gattungen Halobia und Daonella, Abhandl. K. K. Geol. Reichsanst., VII, p. 21, 
Taf. II, figs. 5, 6) in the very remarkable difference in the length of its anterior and 
posterior region. The ap(~X is shifted anteriorly. Its excentric position imparts to 
the valve a curvature, which is directed obliquely downwards, but the curvature 
is marked less strongly than in D. obliqua. 

The apex is not perfectly smooth, as in the Alpine form, but covered with 
very delicate and numerous ribs, which are intersected by coarse laminre of growth. 
The ribs increase in strength towards the pallial margin, but the concentric 
wrinkles are restricted chiefly to the central and anterioi· portions of the valve. 
The maioritv of the ribs are dichotomous, but there is no distinctly marked arranO'e-• • 0 

ment into fasciculi. 
Locality. Number of specimens examined.-Shalshal cliff, 1. 

AVICULA sp. ind. cf. SEISIANA. Broili. Pl. v, fig. 17. 

A fragmentary cast of a right valve reminds me very strongly of Avicula 
seisiana Broili (Die Fauna der Pacbycardientuffe der Seiseralpe, Palreontographica, 
L, p. 166, Taf. XVIII, fig. 27). It especially resembles the specimen illustrated 
by L. Waagen on Pl. XXXIV, fig. 5 of his Lamellibranchiaten der Pachycardi
entuffe der Seiser Alpe" (Abhandl. K. K. Geol. Reichsanst., XVII, Heft 2), very 
closely, in its acutely oval outlines, its very small and rudimentary anterior 
ear, and in its large posterior wing, which is not marked off in any way from the 
visceral portion of the shell. 
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The apex is very low, directed forward, and does not project beyond the hinge 
line. The surface of the cast is entirely smooth. Notwithstanding the close 
agreement between our specimen and .Lt.vicula seisiana a direct identification is 
impossible, on account of its fragmentary condition. There are some Triassic 
species of Gervilleia ( G. mu.saulosa Stopp.) and Edentula (E. planata Broili, E· 
lateplanata Waag.), with which the present cast might also be compared. Its 
relationship to the genus ..dvicula, although the most probab1e, cannot be ascer
tained, since the characters of its hinge line are unknown. 

Locality. Numbe1· of specimens exaniined.-Shalshal cliff, 1. 

PECT.l!]N nov. sp. ind. aff. SUBALTERNANS d'Orb. Pl. v, fig. 16. 

A single left valve of a small Pecten deserves a special description, as it is the 
first Indian representative of a group of Pectines with alternating ribs, which 
plays such an importrmt part in the fauna of Lamellibranchiata from St. 
Cassian. 

It is of eireular outline, of equal length and height, and very flatly curved. 
'!'he anterior wing is considerably larger than the posterior one. 'rhe sculpture 
consists of two systems of radial ribs of very different strength. The stronger 
primary ribs originate in the vicinity of the apex, the weaker secondary ones 
make their appearance consi<lerably latel', There are twelve primary ribs counted 
in the circumference of the pallial margin. Primary and secondary ribs al
ternate quite regularly. 'rhe wings are also covered with close-set ribs, but the 
incrustation of matrix does not exhibit their ornamentation in its details. The 
radial ribs are intel'sected by numet·ous and vet·y delicate concentt·ic lines of growth 
but only a very small minority of these concentric lines is sufficiently strong to make 
the points of intersection rise into small elevations. ConsequPntly, no distinct 
reticulation of the shell is developed. 

It is the group of Pecten alternam .Yluenst. (Goldfuss, Petrefacta Germanic.e, 
p. 42, Taf. 88, fig. 11), to which our Himalayan species undoubtedly belongs, but 
it cannot be identified directly with any of the Alpine forms of this group. 

In its circular outlines it agrP.es best with Pecte1i moniliferus Bittner (Lamelli
branchiaten der alpinen Trias, Abhandl. K. K. Geol. Iteichsanst., XVII, I. Abt., 
Revision der Lamellibranchiaten von St. Cassian, p. 157, Taf. XVIII, figs. 29, 30), 
but this Alpine species is e1siiy distinguished by its smaller number of primary 
ribs (nine) and by their creuulated crests. All the other Alpiue species are 
higher than long; nor does any one among them agree completely with our Hima
laya11 type in its ornamentation. In Pecten, Andraeel Bittner (1. c. f>· 156, Taf. 
XXIV, fig. 16) the ribs do uot alternate regularly. In P. Sandbergeri Klipst. 
(Bittner, 1. c. p. 157, 'l'af. XVIII, figs. 31, 32) there are only six primary ribs; in 
P. snbr:equiaostatus Bittner (l. c. p. 156, 'faf. XVIlI, figs. 27, ~8) both the primary 
(12 to LL) and secondary ribs ot·iginate togethe1· in the apical region. In P. 
asperulatus Bittnet (1. c. p. 156, 'faf. XVIII, fig. 26), the contrast between the two 
systems of ribs is less sharply marker!, and the surface of the shell has a distinctly 
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reticulate appearance. This reticulate character, which is produced by the regular 
development of tubercles at the places where the ribs are intersected by concentric 
lines of growth, distinguishes also I'. subalternans d'Orbigny (Prodrome I, p. 202, 
Bittner, I. c. p. 154, Taf. XVIII, fig. 25) from our Himalayan form ; another 
feature of difference is its elongated, not circular shape. Nor can our species be 
identified with the fragmentary Pecten from the Seiser Alpe, which has been 
described and illustrated by Broili (Fauna der Pachycardientuffe, Palreontogmphica, 
L, p. 174, Taf. XIX, fig. 25). 

Although our species is certainly new, and several species of the group of 
Pecten subaltm·nctns d'Orb. have been based on single valves, I prefer to abstain 
from the introduction of a new specific denomination. 

AsTARTOPIS (?) sp. ind. 

Two fragmentary specimens of moderately large size from the Traumatocrinus 
limestone of the Shalsbal cliff are too badly preserved to permit of a specific identi
fication. The two valves being firmly attached to each other in both specimens, the 
hinge apparatus is not known to me. In their general shape and dimensions, in 
their prominent concentdc sculpture and in the absence of a distinct posterior 
keel they remind me of T1·igonodus Sandb., but the development of a deep cordiform 
lunula and the strongly prosogyrate character of the beaks peremptorily forbid 
a grouping with this genus. 

The Triassic genus to which my specimens, as far as it is possible to judge 
from their inferior state of preservation, appear to be most closely allied, is 
.Asfortopis v. Woehrmann (Die ]fauna der sogenannten Cardita und Raible1; Schich
ten, Jahrb. K. K. Geol. Reichsanst., XXXIX, 1889, p. 222). The prototype of 
this genus, ..4.sta1·topis Richthofeni Stur, differs considerably, however, from the 
Indian form. In the latter the apex is shifted far more forward, and the entire 
shell is longer than high, as in Trigonodus. From Myophoriopis our species is 
distinguished by the absence of a distinct keel; and from Pachycardia by the 
straight direction of its posterior margin, and by the steep slope of the posterior area 
in both valves. None of my specimens is fit for illustration. 

HEM:INAJAS sp. ind. (cf. WoEHRMANNI Waag.)? 

A fragmentary cast of the a.pical portion of a left valve from the Shalshal 
cliff reminds me very strongly in its external characters of the group of Myophoria 
fissidentafct 'Voehrm. (Heminajas Neumayr). From the apex, which is strongly 
incurved, a distinct keel-shaped elevation runs towards the posterior margin. 
The triangular areola between this elevation and the upper region of the posterior 
margin is comparatively broad, as in Heminajas 117 oehrrnanni va1·. Neumay1·i L. 
Waagen (Die Lamellibranchiaten der Pachycardientuffe der Seiser Alpe, AbhandL 
K. K. Geol. R eichsanst.., XVIII, Heft 2, p. 44, Taf. XXIX, figs. 1, 14, XXX, fig. 5, 
XXVIII, fig. 13.) 
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L. Waagen, on the strength of a personal examination of my specimen, has 
confi.t·med its identification with the genus Heminajas. 

BRACHIOPODA. 

SPIRIGERA HUNICA Bittner. PL V, fig. 18. 

1809. Spirigera hunica Bittner, Himalayan Fossils, Palreont. lndica, eer. XV, Vol. III, Pt. 2, Trias Brachio
poda and Lamellibranchiata, p. 31, Pl. VI, figs. 8-13. 

190J. Spirigci·a hunica A.. v. Krafft, General Report, Geol. Surv. of India for 1899-1900, p. 210. 
1908. Spi'l'igera hunica Diener, Ladinic, c 1rnic and noric faunre of Spiti, Himalayan Poss., l. c., Vol. V• 

Pt. 3, p. 7, Pl. II, figs. 9, 10. 

This species, which has been described from the horizon of Daonelfo indica 
in the Shalshal cliff by .Bittner, and fro n the ladinic beds of Spiti by A. v. 
Krafft, is very largely represented in A. v. Krafft's collections from the Trauma
tocrinus limestone of the Sbalshal cliff. One of the largest specimens, belonging 
to the typical form, bas been illustrated. 

Although, according to Bittner, the Spirigera nature of the species is proved 
incontestably by its external features, I have not succeeded in developing the 
spiral cones in the dorsal valve, the internal structure of the shells having been 
completely destroyed in all the specimens I was able to examine. I have con· 
sequently nothing to add to the exhaustive descriptions of the species given by 
Bittner. 

RETZH. sp. ind. aff. LADINA Bittner. rl. v, fig. 21. 

A single specimen the beak of which has been broken off, has the external 
characters of Triassic reprasentatives of Retzia, but it is of course questionable 
whether any of them should be classed with this Palreozoic genus. 

Indistinct traces of an area are only indicated in my specimen, on 
account of the fragmentary state of its apic!l.l region. The shell, so far as I am 
able to judge from the few remains of the shelly test adhering to the cast, was 
prob'.l.bly punctate. 

Our Himalayan example belongs to those species of Retzia with numerous 
ribs, which ori~inate in the Alpine Muschelkalk with R. Mojsi."Joviasi Boeckh and 
R. speciosa Bictn. and have their last representative in ll. modesta Bittn. from 
the Dachsteinkalk. It especially resembles R. Zadina Bittner (Brachiopoden der 
alpinen 'l'rias, Abhancll. K. K. Geol. Reichsanst., XIV, p. 92, Taf. III, fig. 
1) from St. Cassian very closely, alt.hough one o~ its m0st characteristic 
features, the s-:nall size of the beak, could not be a~certaiued. Its out.lines 
are rP-gularly rounded, and nearly circular. The two valves are equally 
vault.ad. The binge line of the dorsal valve is provided with very small ears 
which are not separated distinctly from the rest of the surface of the shell. The 
median rib of the dorsal valve is marked distinctly by being so-newhat more 
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elevated than the lateral ribs, of which eight occur on either side. The frontal 
line is perfectly level. 

The measurements of this specimen are as follow:-

Entire length or the shell 15 mm. 

Length or the dorsal valve 13 
" 

Breadth of the shell 13 
" Thickness or both valves s·s ., 

As is obvious from the above measurements, our Himalayan specimen is of 
larger size than any of the congeneric species from the beds of St. Cassian. 

Locality. Number of specimens examined.-Shalshal cliff, l. 

AULAC01'HYRIS NILANGENSIS Bittner. 

1899. A.ulacothyris nilangensis Bittner, Himalayan Fo•s., PaheJnt. lndica, ser. XV, Vol. III, Pt. 2, 
Trias BrachiopoJa nnd Lamellibranchia.ta, p. 30, Pl. VI, figs. 3-7. 

This species was descl'ibed by A. Bittner from the bed with JJaonella 
indica overlying the Traumatocl'inus limestone in the section of the Shalshal 
cliff. A single specimen was also found in the Trnumatocrinus limestone itself 
by A. v. Krafft. It is a little larger than the specimens from the bed with 
Daonella indica illustrated by Bittner. Its front line is not quite level but 
bent down very slightly. 

RHYNCHONELLA RIMKINENSIS Bittner. PL V, fig. 2. 
1899. Rhynchonella rimlcinensis, Bittnel', Himalayan Foss., l. c., Vol. III, Pt. 2, p. 33, Pl. VI, fig. 19. 
1908. Rh. cf. rimlcinensis Diener, ibidem, Vol. V, Pt. 3, Ladinic, carnic and noric faunre or Spiti, 

p. 8, Pl. JI, fig. 11. • 

This is the only specie3 of Brachiopod from the 1'raumatocrinus limestone 
·of the Shalshal cliff s. s., which was known to Bittner. It is represented by 
three specimens from the same locality in A. v. Krafft's collection. One specimen, 
which has been figured in this memoir, is of unusually large sizP, and its frontal 
lobe is protracted considerably beyond the high, vertically :flattened, lateral 
margrns. 

The measurements of this specimen are as follow:-

Entire length or the shell 
,, breadth ,, ,, 

Length of the dol'sal valve 
Thickness or both valves 

16 mm. 

12 " 
14 " 
8·5,, 

Bittner compares this species with Rkynchonella intercu1·1·e1is Bittn. (Brachio· 
poden der Alpinen Trias, Abhandl. K. K. Geol. Reichsanst., XIV, p. 222, Pl. 
XII, figs. 10-12) from the Hallstatt limestone of Styria, but I do not think that 
there exists any close affinity between the two forms, the flattening of the 
lateral margins, the distinctly produced frontal lobe, and the presence of strong 
folds imparting a very characteristic shape to Rkynckonella 1·imkinensis. I should 
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rather prefer to assign it to the group of Rh. tri,nodosi Bittn., especially to a 
relationship with Rh. subacuta Muenst. from the beds of St. Cassian. 

RHYNCHONELLA {AUSTRIELLA) sp. ind. ex aff. MIDDLEMISSII Bittn. 
Pl. V, fig. 22. 

'l'his species, of a nearly smooth Rhynchonella, with a rather broad shape and 
slightly vaulted front margins, reminds me very strongly of Rh. Middlemissii 
Bittner (Himalayan Foss., I. c., Vol. III, Pt. 2, p. 68, PL VI, fig. 21). There are 
several fragmentary valves of large size before me, but orily one complete 
specimen, consisting of both valves. Although the smallest among all of· 
them, it is nearly twice as large as the type-specimen of Rh. Middlemissii, 
from the red crinoid limestone (lower Muschelkalk) of the Middlemiss crag near 
Chiticbun No. I. 

'11he chief difference between the two species consists in the more equivalve 
character of the present form, the ventral and dorsal valves being almost 
equally inflated. The frontal tongue is wide, but very short, and not plicated. 
A comparatively strong bend or plication marks the line of junction between 
this frontal tongue and the adjoining lateral regions. To these regions belong 
two or three very small and short folds. The rest of the shell is smooth and 
nnornamented. The beak of the ventral valve bas, unfortunately, not been 
completely preserved in any of my specimens, but so far as we may judge from 
the fragments, it agrees with the beak of Rhynchonella. 

The shelly test is coarsely fibrous, not punctate. The umbonal region of 
the dorsal valve is divided by a short median septum. 

The dorsal valve does not show the presence of distinctly developed ears on 
both sides of the apex, as has been observed in Rhynch. Midcllemissii by Bitt
ner. Nevertheless traces of such minute ears are indicated along the line of 
junction, in which the umbonal parts of the two valves meet. There are several 
species of the subgenus Ausfriella (group of RhynchoneUa dilatata Surss) known. 
to me, in which these ears are not more conspicuously developed. 

Entire length of the shell 
,, breadth ,, ,, 

Length of the dorsal valve 
Thicl,ness of both valves 

Dimensions. 

cca. 18 mm. 

19 " 
17 " 
9•5" 

In one of my largest fragment!?, of a ventral valve, a length of 28 mm. corre
sponds to a width of 32 mm. 

Locality. Number of specimens e;tamined.-Shalshal cliff, 1 complete speci
men and four fragmentary valves. 

Remm·ks.-The presence of Aztstriella, one of the most characteristic 
groups of Rhynchonella from the Alpine Hallstatt limestone, in the Traumatoorinus 

F 2 
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limestone of Painkbanda agrees with the rich development of Araestidae in 
this rock group. Whereas ..1.r-aestes, Joannites, and Lobites are comparatively 
rare in the ladinic and carnic beds of Spiti, they are represented here by 
numerous specimens and individuals. 'rl1is is another instance of the striking 
dependence of the distribution of the species of .A.usfriella upon the facies of the 
·deposits enclosing them. 

RHYNCHONELLA (NORELLA) KING! VAR. 'fl.BE1'1CA Bittner. Pl. v, fig. 19. 

1899. Rh.1Jnchonella (Norella) tibetica Bittner, Himalayan Foss., Palreont. Indic , Fer. XV, Vol, I II, 
Pt. 2, p. 32, Pl. VI, figs. 2, 17, 18. 

As Bittner himself has stated, Rhynchonella tibetiaa is only a smooth 
variety of Rh. Kingi Bittner (1. <'. p. 32, Pl. VI, figs. 14-16), and does 
not deserve the rank of a proper species. 1'he only specimen by which the species 
is represented in A. v. Krafft's collection, differs by its large dimensions from 
Bittner's types, from the horizon of Daonelfo indica at the upper boundary of the 
1'raumatocrinus limestone. Its measurements are as follow:-

Entire length of the shell :n mm. 

" 
breadth " 25 

" 
Length 0£ the dorsal valve 20 

" 
Thickness tof both valves 11 

" 

The small and sharp beak, with its lateral margins slightly hollowed out, and 
the deep median depression of the dorsal valve, characterises the species as a tYl>ical 
representative of the group of the subgenus Norella. The frontal reg-ion is perfectly 
smooth, n(lt plicated. 

Locality. Numbe1· of specimens e.rcemined.-Shalshal cliff, 1. 

CRINOIDEA. 

TRAUMA1'0CRINUS sp. ind. 

Several fragments of stems were collected by A. v. Krafft, bot.h from the 
Shalshal and Bambanag cliffs, agreeing closely with the types illustrated by K. v. 
Dittmar (Geognmt. palreont. Beitrrege von BeneckP, Urban und Schlornbach 
J, Taf. XX, figs. 1, 2) and S. v. Woehrmann (Die Fauna der sogenannten Uardita 
und Raibler Schichten, Jahrb. K. K. Geol. Reichsanst., XXXIX, 1889, p. 190, 
Taf. V, fig. 7), but none of them is preserved more satisfactorily than the speci
men from the Daonella limestone of Kaga (Spiti), illustrated on Pl. II, fig. 13, 
of my memofr on the ladinic, carnic and noric faunoo of Spiti (Himalayan Foss., 
VoJ. V, Pt. 3). 
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SUxIMARY. 

The fauna of the Traumatocrinus limestone of Painkhanda, which succeeds 
the ladinic stage in the sections of the Bambanag and Sbalshal cliffs, consists of the 
following forms :-

CEPHALOPODA. 

l. Proclydonautitus cf. burldhaic1i1 Dien. 
2. Grypoceras rimkinense nov. sp. 

3. ,, sp. ind. aff. rimkinenai. 
4. ,, Stirhngii nov. sp. 
5. Joannites cymoiformis Wuif. 
6. ,, Klipsteini v. Mojs. 
7. ,, Kossmati Dien. 
8.' ,, Jl;Iojsvdri nov. sp. 
9. Proarcestes cf. Ausseanus v. Hauer. 

l 0. ,, sp. ind. 
11. Looites (Coroceras) cf. delp!tinocepltalus v. Hauer. 
12. ,, ,, valdcc•1cullatns nov. sp. 
13. J.1fonopli;yllites cf. Simonyi v. Hauer. 
14. ,, (J.1fojsvarites) Agenor Muenst. 
15. Jm:avites (Anato11iites) sp. ind. 
16, lsculites cf. Heimi v. \Tojs. 
17. ,, sp. ind. 
18. CeZtites cont?'actifrons nov. sp. 
19. Carnites cf.florirlns Wulf. 
20. Placites cf. polydact!/lu.~ var. Old!tami v. Mojs. 

21. liimkiizifes nitiensis v. ~fojs. 
22. ,, Erlmo!ldii Dien. 
23. Arpadites rimkinensi"s v. :\fojs. 
24. ,, (Dittmarites) cf. circumsei.mi.~ v. Mojs. 
25. ,, ,, sp. ind. aff. Ladon v, Dittm. 
26, Clionites nov. sp. ind. aff. Dorm v. Mojs. 
27. Tracliyceras austriaciwz v. Mojs, 
28. Profrac!iyceras sp. ind. aff. A rio1i v. Mojs. 

29. ,, sp. ind. (group 0£.furcosa). 
30. Sirenz'tes Cookei nov. sp. 
31. Girthiceras nov. gen. pernodosum nov. >:p. 

LA~iELLIBRANCHIATA. 

32. DaoneUa indica Bittn. 
33. ,, ~p. ind. aff. oMiqua v. Mojs. 
34. Avicula sp. ind. ('?) cf. Sez'siana Broili. 

35. Pecten nov. >ip. aff. suoaZternans d'Orb. 

36. Aslartopis sp. ind. !?) 
"37. Heminajas sp. ind. (cf. WoeA1"n1anni Waag.?) 
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BRACHIOPODA. 

38. Spirigera liunica Bittn. 
39. Retzia sp. ind. aff. Zadina Bittn. 
40. Aulacothyris nilangensis Bittu. 
41. Rhynchonetla rimkincnsis Bittn. 
42. ,, (Austrielta) sp. iud, aff. Middlemi1sii Bittn. 
43. ,, (.i.-Vorelta) Kingi val', tibetfra Bittn. 

CRINOIDEA. 

4-4-. Traumatocrinus sp. ind. 

In 1897 only six species of Cephalopoda were known to E. v. Mojsisovics,' 
who assigned to the fauna of the Traumatocrinus limestone a carnic age, correlating 
it with the zone of Traahyceras Aonoides (julic substage). 

There was good reason for A. v. Krafft in 1900 to consider these faunal guides 
as not sufficient for a wore exact determination of the age, but the rich fauna 
described in the present memoir shows tlie typical carnic habit so indubitably and 
sfrikingly, that it seems to me almost superfluous to discuss furtheL' its homotaxis 
with the carnic stage and, more especially, with the julic substage. This homo· 
taxis is not obscured even by local peculiarities of the fauna, the number of 
ammonites identical with, or very closely allied to, European species being com
paratively large. 

As such species the following may be mentioned:-

Joannites cymoijormis ·wulf. 
,, Klipsteini v. Mojs. 

Proarcestes cf. Ausseanus v. Hauer. 
Lobites (Coroceras) cf. delphi11ocephalus v, Hauer. 

Monoph!Jllites cf. Sinionyi v. Hauer. 
,, (MoJsvatites) Agenor Muenst. 

lsculites cf. Heimi v. Mojs. 
Carnites cf. floridus Wulf. 
Ptacitea cf. polydacl!Jlus var. Oldhami v • .Mojs. 
Arpadites (Dittmarites) cf. circ·1tmscissus v. Mojs. 
Trachyceras Austriacum v. Mojs. 

This assemblage of species is characteristic of the julic substage (zone or
Traahyaeras Aonoides), although some of them are common to the cordevolic and 
julic substages and one (Mojsvarites .dgeno1•) ranges throughout the entire 
carnic stage, from the zone of Trachyceras Aon into the zone of Tropites subbal· 

1 'l'be specimens from the dark grey limestone of the Ralphu glacier, designated aa the horizon of Ammonites Aon 
hy Griesbach, have not beeu kept ~eparate from the fauna of the Traumatocrinns limestone by E. v. Mojsisovics. 
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laties. The presence of Olionites nov. sp. ind. a:lf. JJ01•ce, of .Anatomites sp. ind., 
and of Si1•enites Oookei, are also arguments in favour of a julic age of this fauna, 
neit.her Olionites, .Llnatomites, nor Sirenites making their appearance in the 
Mediterranean region before the commencement of the julic epoch. 

On the other hand the Traumatocrinus limestone is wanting in such faunistic 
elements as according to our present knowledge, are confined to the corde
volic substage and of which they are characteristic. There are a few species 
which have their habitat in the ladinic beds of the Himalayas (Joannites Kossmati, 
.Af•padites rimkinensis, Rimkinites nitiensis, R. Edmondii), but they are of no 
stratigraphical importance in comparison with the large number of identical 
species speaking in favour of a julic age. 'l'hefr wide vertical distribution makes 
them unfit for a separation of stmtigrnphical horizons which are narrowly limited. 

The European affinities are very strongly marked in the Cephalopod fauna 
of the Traumatocrinns limestone. Among the elements, imparting to this fauna its 
Indian stamp, the two genera Rimkinites and Girthioe1•as only are worthy of men
tion. The Lamellibranchiata also are nearly allied to Alpine forms, especially 
to such species as are found in the Paohycardia beds of the Seiser Alpe, occupying 
an intermediate position between the corclevolic and julic rnbstages.1 

The reasons which have inducecl me to correlate the Traumat.ocrinus limestone 
provisionally with the upper division of the Daonella limestone of Spiti are no 
longer valid. The fauna of the Grey beds, occurring from 100 to 150 feet above the 
Daonella limestone, is a true equivalent, both of the fauna of the rrrauma
tocrinus limestone, and of the zone of Halobici oomata in Painkhanda. 

Thus the stratigraphical distribution of IJaonelfo indioa Bittn. is still wider 
than had been anticipated, this species ranr,ing throughout the entire ladinic 
into the middle carnic stage. 

1 In his memoir" Geologische Beitrrege a~s Suedtirol" (Neues Jahrb, f, l\Iin. etc. 1903, II, p. 12) E. Koken 
strongly insists on a direct correlation of the Pachycardia and Raibl beds. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATES. 

PLATE I. 

PROCLYDONAUTILUS CF. BUDDHAICUS Dien.; Bambanag Cliff. 
G-RYPOCERAS SrIRLINGI Dien.; Shalshal Cliff. 

AnromTES SP. IND. ; Shalshal Cliff. 

} ARPADITES SP. IND. (DITWARITEs) AFF. LADON Mojs. ; Shalshal Cliff, 

GmTHICERA.s nov. gen. PERNODOSU.'.II Dien.; Bambanag Cliff. 
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PLATE II. 

JOANNITES KLlPSTEIXI Moj<:.; Bambanag Cliff. 
JoANNITES CYMBIFORMIS Wnlf.; Shalshal Cliff. 
J OANNITES Koss MA. TI Dien. ; Shalshal Cliff. 
GRYPOCERAS RrnKINENSE Dien. ; Shalshal Cliff. 
GRYPOCFRA.S SP. IND. A.FF. RrnKINENSI Dien.; Sha!shal Cliff. 
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PLATE III. 

J OANNITES MOJsv .A.RI Dien. ; Shalshal Cliff. 
PnoARCESTES cF. AussEANUs Hauer; Shalshal Cliff. 
JOAN:YITE& CYMBIFORMIS Wulf. j Shalshal Cliff. 
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PLATE IV. 

JOANNITES CYHBIPORMIS Wulf. 
l\foNOPHYLLITES (MOJSVARITES) AGENOR Muenst. 

MoNOPHYLLITES CF. SmoNYI Hauer. 
PLACITES CF. POLYDACTYLUS VAR. OLDHAm Mojs. 

CARNITES CP. FLORIDUS Wulf. 
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PLATE V, 

lSCULITES SP. IND. 

} CoROCERAS VAI.DECUCULLATU.\I Dien. 

CoROCERAS CF. DELPHINOCEPHALUS Haum·, 
IscuLITl!:S CF, HErnI Moj s, 

} CELTITES CONTRACTIFRONS Dien. 

} TRACHYCERAS AUSTRBCUM Mojs. 

PROTR.\CHYCER.\S SP. IND. AFF. ARION )fojs. 

SIRKNITES CooKEt Dien. 

SrnENITES sP. mo. EX. AFF. D.rnAE l\fojs. 

A1tPA'.>ITES (Drrr.\URITE3) CF, crncumc1ssus Mojs. 
PROrttAOHYCERA.S se. nm. (group of FU Reos\). 
D \ONELL\ SP. mo .. \FF. oatqu.t Mojs. 

PECTEN SP. IND, A.FF. SUBALTERNANS d'Orb. 

A vrcUL.t sP. IND, CF. SEISIANA Broili. 

SPIRTGER.\ HUNICA Bittn. 

,, l9a, b, c, d RHYNCHONELL.\ (NoRELLA) TIBETICA Bittn. 

,, 20a, b, c, rl RHYNCHONELt,A RDIKJNENSIS Bittn. 

" 2la, b, c, d RETZIA SP. IND. AFP. LADINA Bittn. 

,, 22a, b, c, rl RHYNCHONELL.\ (AUsTRIELLA) SP. IND. H'F, MrnDJ.EMISSII Bittn. 

The specimen illustrated in fig. 10 from the Bambanag Cliff. All the rest from the Shalshul 
Cliff. 
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